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The Spartan Jinx Stops At Six
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kat Good Old Time—
1
coming Is wlth us a8ain'
•"'-jlo m»'
annum, every old grad
ice Per t0 alma mamm
M it
back
y <or
•k ts
hts neck in the attempt),
ijyji
,1; nt.day students fall all over
ln the attempt to make
' '^.mselves
at home, and
anclents feel
•Q
I lowly <r°sh at last become
night's bon1 W an beings. Last
aS per custom, certified that

:hanclPatlon'
[•here's no doubt about it. HomeTHE time of the year
rnlng is
* tl
M J'paciflc's campus. The renewal
' f
_
a _ t.:— g
th"' %
old friendships,
the binding
,a
ne,v ones, the big game, the
u"
houses, the fire, the dance
verything blends into the spirit
Homecoming,
uu.
<"«tinguishes
eff... . makes it so vital to every
<a
1,„.

.incite.
you'll pardon our gushing, old
on HiI lnel«, but we're
really glad to
l*®d 0T
(t •icome you back. We trust that
hlgh en
0u ere will be nothing to mar your
6n
cor. [ppiness this weekend; that is,
• K"?' *4tWn« like a San Jose State
over the Tigers. It's a
«lgn*i
tty/afe bet that you are going
feel proud of your team to1
sev,} ,ht. They'll be fighting, Golden
M

'ecifl •

.

1

by

,<:r0Ul1 ;ers!

' forww iwn Memory Lane
* "SUlMl,,

[n the spirit of Homecoming,
t;';e a meander down Remijcence Road and see how many
you can remember these events:
his should be a liberal educa
tor undergrads.)

defense.

k Meet,
ih-Soph

b» track p-, [fs no trick at all to recall
Thut«4t year's 51-0 Homecoming
until furthir umph over Nevada, or the score' soph Tups tie with St. Mary's in 1937,
I uled for Rove t bounce back to 1934 and see
III b« followed: 10 remembers that that was the
mpet on ar the Bengals scared the wits
wishing it of both the Trojans and the
Helta Pst arifpari (3-0, 7-6), then lost to San
on TucsdEvpse at Homecoming, 13-0
Dger Jacoby was president of
e ASCP (no Junior College 'way
ckthen), Bill Pisani, the pianoJle, was senior class prexy and
>orge Challis burned faculty ears
;h his choice editorials
jp7 Belanger launched the first
—| his two brilliant Naranjados
' And chris Kjeldsen made
1* *•
ittle All-America ... It was
second year at Pacific.
931 B. S. (Before Stagg). Bill
uper Bervic, •rrls, the stationer's boy, was
t, rAcrFifl
. mibb r" ent body head, Mel Matheny
yells, and Dr. R. G. Millikan
livered the diamond jubilee comncement address the following
HAIR CT7
Ing (1932) . . . Pacific waxed
DB'S
Jose, 27-0. Homecoming saw
c Tigers and
Aggies fight to
;20-20 tie, with an end named
ii 10 AVK. "pb Barron Francis playing a
•1« of a ball game as acting
tain for C. O .P. . . . Oh yes
1 Bob Penix managed the NarINS
iado that year.
mfii
D C P R'S P* year before, 1930-31, a go{[Rut
ttdr, one Robert Burns, headed
,t Mai" S"*' ASCP, and the cousin act
I;
• • im Sonora, Bev Barron and R.
was going great guns at
terminal posts on C. O. P.'s
•mines* B0*M, " ' Despite them, "Frenchy'
«"•
F V S pagaray (now with the Cincy
ds> led Fresno to a 19-0 win
••
...
, revival time" ... In that
f Htisine»» be, Stan Lockey played his
rt out for
Pacific. And Bob
'Sbt, ace debater, yelled lustily
Vrbrr
m the stands . . . even as he
1
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College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, October 20, 1939

Noisiest
Noise
Parade
Rally Committee Plans
Big Reception For
Spartans; Arrival 4:30
San Jose State arrives en masse
at 4:30 this afternoon at the South
ern Pacific depot.
Pacific's Rally Committee has
planned one of the largest and
noisiest noise parades ever held to
greet the Spartans as they enter
this city. Not only the college will
be represented, but the first ad
dress to the rooters will be made
by Mayor Crane.
PARADE ROUTE
From the depot, the noise parade
will progress to Stockton's down
town district. Led by the Pacific
band, the cars of students will
progress down Weber Ave. to
American, then down Main St. to
Hunter Square. There the parade
will be greeted by the Chamber
of Commerce, and San Jose will
be given the keys to the city by
Mayor Crane.
Pacific and San
Jose yell leaders will vie for hon
ors in the short rally which fol
lows the presentation.
Herm Sapiro and Ham Briggs
both expressed the hope that Pa
cific would decorate all cars ap
pearing in the parade and use
nolsemakers not only during the
parade, but also during the garhe.
The Spartans have reserved 850
seats for the tilt. It is expected
that the game will be a complete
sell-out.
While the plans of Happy La
Bee, head yell leader for San Jose
are not known as yet, some stunts
will probably be given by our
enemy.

AVIATIONFOUR UNIT
COURSE

WORKERS, GUARDS

Examinations Cut
Enrollment To
One-fourth Size
Air-minded students have found
flying business than just getting
in and going for a ride. Physical
examinations and age limitations
have cut the applicants to less
than a fourth of their original
size. Eye defects have played a
major part in the rejection of the
students.
A.

T.

Bawden

an

nounces the seventy-two hours of
classroom work must be completed
by the end of thiB semester. Be
cause of the importance and
length of

Pacific Booms As
Alumni Return

Announcement Of P.K.D.
Question—U. S. Isolation
—Sets Them Scurrying

out there is a lot more to this

Director

DEBATERS
HAUNT
LIBRARY

No. 6

the course, four units

credit may be had.

Students who pass the examina
tion will meet in Room 110W
this morning at 11:40 to decide
the time best suited for holding
the class meetings. Students are
required to drop their present
work in part if the load runs
over the maximum allowed for
their grade point.
Class work is scheduled to start
next week. It Is hoped flight
training will begin by November
15. Because the class is six weeks
late starting, six hours a week
in class may be required.
At present the director does
not know if the course will be
offered again next semester. A
large number of freshmen have
applied, but must wait for places
not filled by more experienced can
didates. At & later date, or if the
course is given again, the fresh
HALF-TIME STUNTS
men will have their chance.
o——
Between the ending of the Junior
College game and the beginning
of the "Big Game" the band will
march on the field, playing as
they stunt. During half-time San
Jose's band will give a demonstra
tion of their talents, followed by
a highly interesting mock game.
Students will be dressed to repre
sent two teams which met in 1907.
Eleven of them will represent the
Three delegates represented the
Carlisle Indians, coached by Pop College of the Pacific at the joint
Warner, while the others represent
field council meeting of the Y. M.
the famous Stagg-coached Chicago
and Y. W. C. A. of the Asilomar
Maroons.

Trio Travels
To Joint
Field Council

BOB WENTZ, DICK BRIGGS, BOB CONN, DOC DEPEW, PAT DUNLAP, JOHN EANUCCHI, and other
valiant Bengals stand guard Wednesday night over the
entrance to Pacific's campus. Reason for their vigil is
two fold; to protect the bonfire built by the industrious
Frosh, shown in the bottom pictures and to guard Pa
cific lawns and windows from San Jose raiders.

BONFIRE BURNED?
NOPE - SPARTANS
ARE CLIPPED
Listen, My Children, and You Shall Hear
Of the Midnight Ride — Pacific, Cheer!
Up, Up a little bit higher,
Oh My, the moon is on firer.
And that little bit of vintage doggerel can rightly be
applied to the grand annual Frosh Homecoming Bonfire
which pillared up in the usual magnificent style to
launch the festivities of H'£ftriec6mihg, *the "San JosePacific mayhem, and incidentally release from bondage
the tongues of the silent Frosh. •

Debaters are once again haunt
ing the library. Last Tuesday was
the day. Surcease from sorrow
will not come to them till next
June.
The year's intercollegiate debate
topic is a lengthy and timely
proposition dealing with American
isolation from belligerents outside
the Western Hemisphere. With
the first practice debate last Tues
day a matter of retrospection, de
baters began the preliminary an
alyses of the new question.
PRACTICE DEBATES
Next week's pairings will pit
Gregg Phifer and Orville Fletcher
against Martin Pulich and Bill
Biddick in one debate, and Carl
Fuller and John Fannucci against
Allen Breed and Claude Hogan in
the other encounter.
Although debates are scheduled
for eight o'clock next Tuesday
evening, "extemp" and oratory
practices will take place at seven
o'clock for those interested In
this type of speaking. The extemp
topic for the year is "U. S. For
eign Policy."
INTRAMURAL TOURNAMENT
Time still remains for those
without previous inter-collegiate
forensic experience to register for
the Intramural Discussion Tourna
ment, which is also dealing with
American foreign policy. Direc
tors E. S. Betz, E. R. Nichols, and
R. S. Clark will be available for
consultation in the speech offices
by appointment. Discussions will
be three in number, to be held
on succeeding Tuesdays. Round
one will center around factors
challenging U. S. security.
The Intramural Tournament will
serve as a proving ground for all
varsity aspirants without previous
debate experience.

LOOK IN
HANK'S
MIRROR

Campus Opens Doors; Dines
And Dances for Homecoming
Although the first official event of Homecoming this
year takes place this evening in Baxter Stadium, the
celebration really began early this week, when bonfire
guarding became Pacific's major sport.
The high spot of this year's Homecoming is the San
—

—

•Jose game tonight. Not only is
the game itself expected to be one
of the best in Pacific's history,
but also the stunts which the
Rally Committee has worked out
to honor Coach Stagg, are said
to be very striking.
OPEN HOUSE
Campus living groups will hold
open house after the game. A
feature of this year's prepara
Ernie Atkinson, Acting
tions will be the decoration of
Chairman; College Men
the living groups competing for
the new perpetual trophy, which
Join National Fraternity
to be awarded by the Pacific
A meeting of Blue Key Society, Alumni Association and Pacific
Students' Association. The theme
national honorary/ service fratern
of the decorations is Coach Stagg's -ity, will be held Sunday at 11:15 golden anniversary of coaching.
a. m., in Anderson Social Hall.
committee from the Junior
Ernie Atkinson will act as chair Chamber of Commerce is to de
cide on the best decorated house
man in place of Martin Pulich,
and will present the trophy at
who is unable to serve.
the game during half time.
Attending the meeting will be
From 4 p. m. to 5 p. m., Ander
Dean James Corson, Dick Bentson Hall will resound with voices
ley, Trevor Griffiths, Bill Becker,
Martin Pulich, Dick Morrall, Bob raised in song as the A Cappella
choirs holds its annual reunion
Kientz, George Tomasini, Art Irish,
and sing.
Gregg Phifer, Pat Dunlap, Hugh
ALUMNI BANQUET
McWilliams, Bill Biddick, Norman
Most auspicious event on the
Lamb, and Bob Coe, who was
crowded Homecoming calendar is
associated with Blue Key in
the banquet, to be held tomorrow
Oregon.
evening at 5:45 p. m., in the Stu
Pacific Blue Key Society was
dents' Christian Association build
formed last spring by a group
ing. Approximately 200 alumni are
of upper classmen. New plans for
expected to attend the dinner, ac
the organization will be made at
cording to Robert Burns, alumni
the Sunday meeting.
secretary.
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
A program for the alumni mem
Seventy-seven chapters of Blue bers at the gathering will include
Key are maintained throughout songs by John Hoobyar, and
the United States, including groups speeches by President Tully C.
at Fresno State, U. S. C., U. C.- Knoles, Hugh McWilliams (star of
L. A., Oregpn, Washington, Chico the '39 varsity), and Charles
State, Idaho, and. San Diego State, Warmer, director of the Alumni
in the West.
Living Endowment. A cup will
Each organization is extended be awarded ta the person travel
the liberty of settling its own ing the greatest distance to attend
qualifications and limitations, but Homecoming. Many songs and
each recognizes extra-curricular yells will round out the program.
achievement by junior and senior William Morris will preside at the
men.
dinner, arrangements for which
have been made by Birdie Mitchell
PROCEDURE
To become an organization, a Esser, '28, and Bernita Salmon
petition must be secured from the Hobin, '30.
national offices In Florida. The PLAY AND DANCE
Pacific Little Theatre's season
petitioning group must consist
of at least eight members, be opener, "Our Town," will be pre
endorsed by -three faculty mem sented once more tomorrow eve
bers, and approved by the college ning, after the Homecoming ban
quet. The Pacifio Students' Asso
president.
The petition has also to be ap ciation will hold a dance after
proved by the National Adminis the play, beginning at 10 p. m.
Sunday morning at 11 a. m.
trative Council of Blue Key and
several
Stockton churches will ob
two-thirds of the member chap
ters. Much of this preliminary serve Homecoming services.
There has probably been more
work was completed last semester.
genuine
interest in Homecoming
o
this year than In a good many
years," said Mr. Burns, "and a
record crowd v is expected."

Service Frat,
Blue Key,
To Meet

In defense of home and bonfire
Wednesday evening most of the
male sons of Bengal, and not a
few daughters, gathered in gala
spirit around the darkly towering
Rivaling the noise parade in region held last week-end at Cam but—ah yes—still cold bonfire.
(In this short article "Hank"
splendor will be another parade bria Pines, near San Luis Obispo. The intention was for the sons,
Stein gives some of the many
at least, to make a night of the
after the mock game. Headed by
wrong impressions Europeans have
This council is made up of rep
Students and townspeople will of America and Americans. It
event with the sincere hope that
two cars of the ancient vintage of
resentatives from colleges through the bonfire remain towering, dark, have one more opportunity to see
1901, a gradual procession of in
should be interesting to see our
out California, Arizona, and Ha
"Our Town" Saturday night, when selves for once as do those, or
and quite cool.
creasing newness in automobiles
waii. Our delegates were Effie
Pacific Little Theatre will give
will circle the field, leading up to
many of them, across the sea.)
Calderwood, Grant Colllver, and UNEXPECTED—OH t
a repeat performance as part of
Amos Alonzo Stagg and Pop Warn
European people think:
It's
all
very
fine
for
the
Alumni
Dr. Harold Jacoby.
the Homecoming celebration.
er In a 1939 limosine. Card stunts
That most of the people in
The purpose of the joint council to come home—we know when
"Our Town" has played on
and the introduction of radio
meeting was to plan for the re they're coming. We even enjoy Treasure Island, in Oakland, and America are millionaires.
celebrities will fill out the half
That in America the girl marries
gional work for the coming year, marching through the San Jose in Stockton to enthusiastic audi
pei.o-..
as well as to lay plans for the in high scoring wonders—we know ences. Pacific Little Theatre's pro the boy, in Europe the boy, the
o
tercollegiate conference at Asilo when and where. We might even duction of the Pulitzer prize-win girl.
mar to be held during the second be said to enjoy the visit of the ner has been favorably reviewed GANGSTERS, G-MEN
That the population of New
San Jose student body for the by critics of the Oakland Tribune,
week of Christmas vacation.
game. But what wears on the San Francisco Examiner, and the York and Chicago is made up
mostly of gangsters and G-Men.
nerves is the suspense of waiting two Stockton dailies.
That it is dangerous to live in
for the unexpected to spring from
Art Farey has the important
the Middle West because of the
the weeds and tear, flaming torch
role of the Stage Manager. He
and all, right for the big pile of is supported by Claribel Coffman, fierce Indians.
Today is the last day on
That Columbus must not have
wood, bestowed into our custody Audrey Krasnow, Dick Briggs,
which Junior College students
Thomas S. Knoles, 89, died in
Pacific students majoring in
by the dutiful and trusting Frosh. Max Gobel, Lois Wheeler, and had too much trouble finding New
can withdraw from a course
the home of his son, Dr. Tully
sociology may well look forward to
York's
skyscrapers
and
crowds.
Yet,
when
the
unexpected
did
in which they are not passing
Bud Meyers. There are many
new, thrilling types of work after
The the average American gets C. Knoles, last Friday morning,
materialize, results were pacifically
and receive a "w." This is
other lesser characters in the
graduation into the social and
satisfactory, both in the process of cast, all of whom are excellently married and divorced twice a A resident of Stockton fourteen
also the last day on which
business world, if we may judge
years, Knoles had been in failing
month.
subduing and shearing. But could played.
any refunds can be made by
from the activities of a few former
That all American girls look health two years. In addition to
it have been otherwise?
the Junior College for general
The regular season prices of
students.
his wife and Dr. Knoles, he is
alike—the "movie type."
or course fees upon with
WHAT—NO TRENCHES?
fifty cents, seventy-five cents, and
For example, C. O. P. 1939 gradu
survived by six sons and one
That
New
York
is
America;
and,
drawal from a course.
It was midnite—right between a dollar will prevail.
ates include Jean Miller, who is
therefore, that American cities daughter.
Wednesday and Thursday—on the
now connected with the Prince
tonight.
•'
Thomas Knoles taught high
consist of skyscrapers.
Pacific campus, and the only
School of Retailing at Simmons
That people in California eat school in Petersburg, 111., in 1872,
lCk To The Twenties
things missing were trenches. Cer
College, Boston, Mass. Carl Frisen
much fresh fruit and vegetables. and later moved to Kansas. He
$8 saw grass and shrubs be- is delving further into advanced
tainly the general mobilization
(Editor's Note: We thought so, returned to Petersburg later and
to make Pacific's campus sociological problems in graduate
alarm had eliminated any thought
was admitted to the bar. With
too, Hank. Don't we?)
""'ike . . . and Prof. Corbin's work at Northwestern University,
of bed.
That jitterbugs originated in brother he founded and con
""ache was still black!
Chicago: and Erwin Farley, of the
Protection was seemingly ade
ducted a newspaper there for
Central Africa.
lr°lJ Jacoby
(the same!) was National Institute of Public Af
quate—Big Bonfire surrounded by
many years.
lL
BAD?—NO!
she
^hi Secretary and Gordon fairs at Washington, D. C., is now
six little bonfires, six little bon
With his family, Knoles moved
By
RAY
GROSSE
That
American
girls
are
very
10le> was No. 1 senior politico
ipC
working at the executive offices
Sloppsie Joe's Joint and La Ritz fires surrounded by 100 average
Are your finances low? Do you "bad" because they do not pay to Ontario, Calif., In 1887. He lived
>*
' Bomecomers had two treats of the Federal Housing Adminis Ice Cream Parlor might just as Sophomores, 100 average Sopho
wonder how you are going to take their own expenses when going there ten years, and in Los An
clfie 13, Fresno 0, with Countrytration.
well close up shop next Friday mores surrounding 100 capable your girl out on four bits and out with a boy. This state of geles for nineteen years.
ntlort ™
™, Loveridge and Disbrow starIt looks as if business cycles, night after the Cal Rambler game. clubs: Big Bonfire, little bonfires, a street car token ? If so, cast affairs would be impossible in
o
Co°^ lg; and the comedy, "The Poor family
relations, government, wars, At least Pacific students won't Sophomore and big clubs—all sur your eyes on these few paragraphs Europe.
tper
'" 'with Arthur Farey as head religious and racial conflicts will be feasting at these places late rounded by outposts of bonfires, and find out how it's done.
That Americans must be awfully
'
• . . ASCP prexy was be with us for a long time to
big clubs, all sized men, and make
Jim Anderson, 21-year-old senior, young because they read the funny
that evening.
Two craft classes—Metal and
Owen, while Mel Bennett, come, and the science of sociology
Why not? Everybody will be shift barricades on every road was regarded both as a hero and papers, In Europe they are only
ot
Jewelry, and Moulding and Cast
the Stockton Record, needs trained workers to tackle more interested in the giant pieces crossing the campus boundary.
as a magician, recently on the for youngsters of ten or maybe
ing—which were formerly taught
the WEEKLY the second the problems created by the com of pumpkin pie plus whipped
That was Wednesday. Small campus of the University of Chi twelve years.
"ester.
every other year, will be taught
plexity of social relations.
wonder
that
with
the
dawn
of
cream that are going to be served
cago.
That Reno, New York, Holly
annually from now, on.
'26~the less said, the better.
rQ,
Anderson, at the instigation of wood, and Chicago are typical of
in the new Anderson Hall that Thursday, eight strangers in our
1^/
doming result as bleak as
midst
with
chill
pates
and
lowered
"Pulse," campus magazine, dated America.
evening. The event is the S. C. A.
nanipus: St. Mary's 67, Pacific
ears sat down to enjoy our break five co-eds in one day, showed WORLD WAR HI
Punkln Pie Social.
v,'(l ' '
aL" Respite Corson at tackle.
In addition to pumpkin pie and fast hospitality. They can always them , all a good time (they said)
That American football resem
Alfalfa-covered campus . ..
coffee, there will be dancing up claim rabbit hunting, but quite and spent only 31.25 .
bles World War III.
' lew buildings . . . Knoles
Here's how he did it: Jim took
stairs between 10:30 and 12:30 definitely they lost the hare.
That American reporters are the
Four weeks to go! What
Such was the annual Home girl No. 1 for a walk, bought kindest and shyest people.
'liu blacl< sroatee, Farley with
Lorraine Ingram is in charge.
Stella Stagg, helpmate
. ks horn rims . . . Tau
then?
Tickets at twenty-five cents can coming Bonfire and what made It apples and cigarettes, and studied
That cooking in America con
throughout
the years to Paci
Thanksgiving vacation, of
y'th sorority rooms in the
be purchased from student sales a memorable suuccess.
with her on the steps of a campus sists of opening canned goods.
fic's Grand Old Man, is to be
course. The week starting No
Building . . . Elroy Fulmer
men or at the Student Christian WAY BACK WHEN
building (total cost twenty-five
That Americans look so young
honored tomorrow evening at
vember 20 has been set aside
lv ,he Associated Students, A1
Association office. Tickets should
When did it all start anyway? cents): girl No. 2 was treated t because they drink so much milk
the annual Homecoming ban
by the Stockton Junior Col
I b'ece (of the Stockton Indebe secured by next Thursday noon. Doc Colllver can remember a cold one game at a bowling alley There Is no milk for "men" In
quet.
l
e
g
e
A
d
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
s
Was assistant ed. of the
Admission is by ticket only.
night in 1908, and the false alarm (twenty cents); girl No. 3 and Europe.
Though Mrs. Stagg, who is
Thanksgiving holiday.
kg.
and a skinny soph with
which was only Rhizities coming Jim went for a bus ride (twenty
o—
recovering from a major op
Teachers in the Junior Col
aa. Harold Jacoby, was head
home. But even that date seems cents); girl No. 4 and Anderson
eration, cannot attend the
lege must take over the guise
laader, and made his letter
to be of the later bonfire age. split straws over a ten-cent soda
banquet,
arrangements have
of students for the first three
. y j e ,r.Varsity basketballer . . •
Mr. Eric Funk'd-Egnuss is bring
Still as long as we have Fresh then danced to the music of three
been made for a direct wire
ers
e
days
of
vacation,
for
this
time
' i cr,'^
ntered the B^ar Westmen and friends and grads, we'll records on a nickelodeon (twenty- ing a group of fencers from the
between the Student Christian
<>hf,erence . . . Bill King,
has been set aside for Teach
have bonfires. And after all what's five cents): girl No. 5 really was Bay area to give a demonstration
Association building and Dam•lb.
"Pen field flash, led the
ers' Institute.
treated, being taken to a fifteen at the Helen Moore Roberts stu
Hank Stein will be the speaker a night's sleep or so.
eron Hospital, so that she may
The holiday has not been
't° a brilliant Homecomdio, 919 North California Street,
o
cent movie and given half of
at the Newman Club meeting next
hear the program which has
c 0ry over Santa Clara, 13-6,
settled for senior college stu
Some University of Louisville five-cent bag of popcorn (thirty- tomorrow afternoon at 3:30. Every
Tuesday evening at eight o'clock,
beeri* prepared in conjunction
r*cently built Baxter Stadents, but will be decided next
five rents). Total: 31.25. Anderson one interested is invited, and ad
originally
housed
in the downstairs lounge of the buildings
with the dinner.
Monday.
mission is free.
majors in economics. .
| juvenile reform school.
new Anderson building.
Continueo on Page 4
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Homecoming
Showing Of
"Our Town"

RBER SHOP

Sociology
Graduates
Studying

T. S. Knoles
Passes On

NOTICE

PIE AND
DANCEMMMM!

5 FOR $1.25
BARGAIN
HUNTER

Crafts

FOUR WEEKSCOUNT "EM

f

MRS. STAGG
HONORED

Stein Speaks
At Newman Club

Fencing Shown

COMPETITION
FOR THE
WEEKLY
Selected from Art Farey's class
in Practical Radio Workshop, the
following staff will be responsible
for preparation and presentation
of college news on "This College
World," to go on the air at 1:15
on Thursdays: Editor, Margaret
LeFever; exchange, Gall Scheire;
outside papers, Doris Fuller: Asso
ciated Collegiate Press, Carl Full
er; Campus news, Lois Wheeler
and Bob Laning; Writers, Reba
Sinclair and Toni Rifberg; Readers,
John Fannucci and Audrey Kras
now; announcer, Carl Fuller; typ
ist, Doris Bowrlng.
"Transient Works in California"
will be the topic under discussion
in
"The
Pacific
Symposium,"
heard Tuesday at 11:30. This stu
dent forum is presented by ths
class in Practical Radio Discus
sion under Professor Edward S.
Betz. The speakers, who have not
been selected as yet, will be led
by Elton Martin.
John Crabbe's "Book Parade,"
heard at 4:45 on Mondays, will be
changed to "Beside the Bookshelf."
It will use the same type of ma
terial, the only change being in
the name and in the slightly dif
ferent presentation.

Registration
InC.O.P.
Moves Up
Figures released by Miss Ellen
L. Deering, associate registrar ot
the College of the Pacific, show
that 218 women students and 252
men students have completed reg
istration in College of Pacific this
semester. This makes a grand
total of 470 students, with a few
late ones still to complete regietreHo1l
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Physical training is ot some service, hot religion
is ot service in every way torrt
™
™;c*. o/ life here and hereafter.—I limotny. t.o.
Pr°

PLEEZE — GIVE US VICTORY

PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

—BY BASTIAN

WHEN YOU

Read.

/•<f,h'

C°r u

„"

Lof11 "b»r.

from the American Translation of the Bible,
Copyright, %l by6 the"University of Chicago.

By DR .TULLY C. KNOLES
By GLADYS
s"V
The word "homecoming has a
This week we bring
x
sweet and tender meaning, and
of the more recent novel/0' it
when applied to the return of
garet Kennedy, celebrate J /'.> fLp
By JEAN ANDREWS
alumni, former students and their authoress of The Constant J
Trust men and they will be true to you; trust
.*&< *
Clear the campus and make way families to Alma Mater, It is a and Escape Me Never. „ f,t 5*,, ^
them greatly, and they will show ^sejvesjreat.
P*
Ji
for the biggest and best Home specially dear word. This year nedy has a genius for J
coming that Pacific has ever seen. Alma Mater's children will repre threads of plot and chatJ ,/<"!'
To the members of this year's WEEKLY staff
ia
is nfivfir
never satisfied witv.
with » ' /niT*
Following the Spartan-Tiger tilt sent a great many student genera
the stories of one or t»J
we wish to express our appreciation for their work
tonight, alumni, alumnae and just tions and several generations of but must have scores
"V»1
1
thus far The largest staff in recent history is guido! jni* ' C*"
plain homecoming students will life.
.
_ ... in each novel.
Unlike many institutions, Pacific
ine the destinies °f the WEEKLY in its effort to
take over the college and let-er
MODERN DIVORCE
cannot offer its old-time graduates
nroduce a worthy student newspaper.
boom for the week end.
Together and Apart is
the sight of old hallowed buildings
Directing this staff is an editorial board handLooking back over previous years and grounds. These were left be of very modern divorcs 1
we can recall other homecomings hind in San Jose, and they have upper class English famii/
picked from last year's staff, plus one recruit, a dele
and other Pacific-San Jose games. nearly all been torn down. But band and wife decide
gation of young men and women in whom we have
Remember two years ago today the memories of men and women are tired of each other l(,
when the Tiger team was set to and of life there will be revived to separate. When their ^
C°^%VbTend"onethe inside" of inter-sorority jeal
clean up on the Spartans and after as the "oldsters" wander around try to interfere, he el0p(|
holding them at bay for three and the new and expanding campus. the
children's governs.,
ousy more than once the last few weeks, with storms
one half quarters went down for There will here be none of the major portion of the story
breaking from three directions over the head of our
a 12-7 defeat? And do you recall traditional roysterlng about the up with the adventures
last year around this time when we fraternity houses — first, because son and daughter, as they
p4rl
society editor. For the benefit of all concerned, we
all trekked down to San Jose to there were no fraternity houses to remain dutifully hostile
have complete confidence in both Miss Dixon s wri see the Pacific boys lose to the although there were fraternities; father, but feel their
J(
ing ability and editorial integrity, otherwise, we
Spartans in a bitter defeac of and second, because the "oldsters" him and their love f
nene»th
or
19-6? Lets all turn out to the game were not of that kind!
would not have reappointed her to that difficu ,
traying them. The son ),
tonight and watch old P. U. clean
But the last four generations of the daughter Is strong; ^
E
oftentimes thankless task.
• i„ a# TTlE
up on the Spartans like they students will crowd the college
Because of newly-realized space limitations, she
S „dS'BElike
cleaned up on Cal. three weeks ago. homes this week-end, and joy and both come definite prohlealjts
to *
heartbreak.
has been instructed to delete unnecessary details
JAN
Let's go!
comradeship will mingle as college
Read it for a most
,ointe<
from overlong society stories. That editorial policy
days are renewed.
drawn character sketch
With Stagg and the fifty golden
tiff
found
We
are
glad
to
welcome
all
to
Engl,gh famlly and
must be followed in order to avoid crowding any
years as a theme, all houses plan the new facllitle* being constantly I
^ the
a short
to compete for the new perpetual added, and we point with grea:anevents which should be covered completely off the
£ th,re *ny
wrltten and
trophy to be offered to the best ticipation to 1951 as the great peak entcrtalnment
LI
J
page.
decorated house. We hope that the of Pacific's expansion.
" , ,n no
We have confidence in our subordinates.
house with the biggest and best
TULLY C. KNOLES.
BESTSELLER
stagg line wins . . . after all, Pa
There will be a football game
The other novel by m, itfl*
g
cific could do with a good, depend played between San Jose State and nedy, The Hildas Touch, h, ill
pjjj
able stag line these days.
Pacific Friday night of Homecom- not quite such easy ani <>5LEB BAC0NWe finally decided that the grad ing. Dud DeGroot and Pop War- j talning reading as Togeft, pD
Rirl'i
That one word aptly describes our state of mind
ing system should be pretty good. ner wUi be on one side of the] Apart, a far finer novel $ >"
he'd
They say that it has to do with field and Amos Alonzo Stagg on a best seller In England I j
when we think of the San Jose game tonight. _We
_ .
learning curves. Shouldn't be hard the other—and a fine group of play-, for many months—an
have too much to say, and too little space to say it in.
at all.
ers intent on giving their all. What | choice
of the English
glVI J
^
This is the shortest football editorial in WEEK
would fiie Old-Tlmers have thought | 0f the Book-of-the-Month [J SE0RGE
MI£
Editor's Note: If there is anything in following precedent, Boh Bastian's cartoon LIFE goes to college on a small of that?—T. C. K.
LY history. We will write "After the Ball Is Over
crossed the Atlantic thli >, haven't,
Stockton
campus
and
LIFE
goes
H0 ^
this
week
should,
aid
the
Bengal
Tiger
to
claw
out
a
J^ctory
over
the
jnvading
and
has
now
become
quite
J..
•
_
o
rather than "Just Before the Battle, Mother."
to college ln a big way. Pacific
L
Spartans
tonight.
East
year
immediately
before
the
game
with
the
Umversity
of
ln
this
country.
pick•
•
•
'
The Bengals gun tonight for what in our opinion
became very popular with photog
The Midae Touch tells ft i«l iW "pec
Chicago, Bastian's cartoon portrayed a loyal Pacificite in practically^ an
raphers from Life magazine last
is the' biggest game they will shoot at this fall. Cali pose. Do you think San dose remembers what happened to Chicago.
of two men and the peopleinre
week end and yielded snaps of her
figured in their livea Botilt community car.
fornia's Golden Bears have a bigger reputation, but
campus, her college life, her soror
the gift of being able b SCflOP'.
the boys just aren't in the same class with San Jose
ity and fraternity gatherings to
money, though the older Triangle of H
the welcome visitors. Topping the
this fall. The Spartans have been moving into the
a
multl - millionaire HI PINNY, and J
various pictures and settings were
top flight of Coast football by leaps and bounds the
younger is a pennilesi adi Ktmi that BOB
a series of photos taken of several
They oan sell anything to i I"1'"? 1 &'r' f
last few years, and this year "Pop Warner seems
prominent campus debs, depicting
whether they wish to or m i rule-end. Wha
to have brought them to their peak. Our boys will
the daily events in the life of the
is
the illegitimate son of tkt ii up here, A J.
average college girl.
have to be hot, but THEY CAN DO IT.
rfemge of atmo
Mr.
Webster's
little
word-book
but neither is ever aww
And it does take outsiders to
,BONNIE S
We have our fingers crossed. Go gettem, Tigers!
come to the campus to open our is frequently referred to in the relationship,
down that old
opening
weeks
of
school
by
freshFAKE
MEDIUM
eyes to the
around us. -j—
mo beauty
ucauiy aiuuuu.
O
Slnmr, hi
Pacific may be a relative dot be- j men who have met the word for- j The supernatural ^te!,T LEW MOTtl
By Sapiro
I sides some of the large colleges and
ensic in their scanning of the gtory when a fake m* "
By GALEN HARVEY
Dr"
universities, hut you've got to admit WEEKLY.
j a real revelation for the s
Once again reminding us of the satirical humor
Those freshmen who do not have | oniy tlma jn her life Md
NEW QUESTIONS THIS TERM that there's something about the
w K
This term's annual radio poll to I place that you just can't get away|ready
access to the afore-men- j father that he will meet P
of the fates came a strange quirk in the last It doesn't look as though Benny
Goodman is going to give up his
beheldnext"
week
in
the
lobby
of
j
"from.
No
wonder
the
campus
Is
so
|
tloned
volume
often
wend
their
|
,
accident
with!
n
an
auto
WEEKLY. Having held over the editorial headed title of "King of Swing" without
crowded at Homecomings. Pacific uncertain way through their un- As the gtory sweeps to ill "P "W > Ot l
"Accuracy" for two weeks, we printed that sermon- a struggle. His recent broadcasts
the Ad Building will be in many I
conclusion, the trill '" i'ou'd boi
hom<j tQ her students, genti-1 dergraduate career with misty con- j inff
ways entirely different than those j mental rot lsn't it?
ceptlons of forensic, speech, de- makcs every effort loll""0 th( g*n
ette in the same issue with our greatest "bull" to have been steadily improving, and
he Is modifying his former bla
which have preceded it. IRA BLUE
» • •
jbate, bull, etc., waging a shady j legitimate son away fw 'to *et " R
date.
tant type of swing to a softer, j
of NBC is helping to arrange the
And speaking of the size of our battle in the inner recesses of whila he keeps the I ™ oy"had
To the hard-fighting Stockton Junior College more stubble variety.
Questions and when you get Ira camPus • • • The ranks of Stockton their cranial cavity.
adventure-son ever clow (r
to t)
By GAIL SCHEERE
J. C. were swelled by an additional DEBATE PROCEDURE
' embcr '
Cubs and to their new coach, Doug Dashiell, our If you gates can think back to I
The end y, the inevitabii
Blue, there s no telling what mig
Most students by the time they reader has foreseen froa 1 0 be cl>oo
205 students this semester, and, beeditorial apologies for not catching the obvious the time when B. G. was first HIDEE HI HO DE HO
be the result.
lieve it or not, the girls are In the have survived their initial year in g|nn]ngj hut the climax it!1,
starting to climb the ladder of
blunder in last week's sport page. There was but fame, you'll remember that his| Here we are in a grand mood Next Wednesday the poll will minority.
college, know that somehow de- ona breathless.
1"
just finished a superone more illustration of the fact that an error made crew played a marvelous style of having
• • •
J bating and forensics are lnterconpv8ad this for an aJU1 b!"! by -marveloug week end. And not a start, and all PSA card holders j
by attendance at the re- nected. In this assumption they j fjna entertainment, » / '"tormal i
in reporting may slip by the whole editorial staff in jive that had tremendous lift an thought ln our bead( which we will be eligible to vote in the poll. Judging
11* Inter-Fraternity dance
ABOUT
RADIO
STARS
c®
last are quite correct, since debating lhrm yott wl]1 not soot ,* metnbers. Iyet was far from the powerhouse
jg & reg,ular tWng for ug
to print before someone catches the slip.
Last week you read about the ] Edday night, Pacific is certainly hs the great grand-pop of collegi-| Thlg nova, equaigi if it,'7"14
brand that.he bad to assume for
QP THE DAY
ej'
the nations jitterbugs.
Qk me rpbe next production will arrival of radio stars on our not lacking in pep and school ate forensic endeavor. Formal de- | in gome placeg iurpas», V
campus tonight. Take a gander spirit- We practically had an im- bating today still hears a close [ stant Nymph.
TOPS IN ARRANGERS
ba CRIMINAL AT LARGE. And
at these names if you think I'm promptu homecoming. Our orchids resemblance to the speech form
Next week— -More PW i
At the time of Goodman's first that's practically our fund of foolin'.
I t°r the evening go to Mrs. Bob employed by Messrs. Lincoln and
bid
for
national
recognition,
his
knowledge
concerning
It.
We
As it mus\ to all men, death came to Thomas
Ira Blue, Jimmy Coffls, Will I Fenlx for making an exceptionally Douglas. Today, however, an averarranger was Fletcher Hen- haven't read the play, we still Aubrey, Walter Mails, Bennie I lovely apearance. Life's photog- g f
C. Knoles, father of Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president chief
our.man debate consumes one
derson, a Negro who had been aren't sure of the cast, and there
Walker, Little Bennie, Ruth rahers didn't go wrong if they hour. Lincoln and Douglas in their
of the College of the Pacific, on October 13.
tops in the swingarranglng game we are. But you'll get the inforSprague, Susie Q, Ricardo and his cam® t® Pacific to snap a typical I little discussions averaged about
Thus began for the aged lawyer and journalist for years. Henderson was the one mation next weekend. We promise, violin, Larry Keating, Professor college atmosphere... they couldn't three hours. In regular debate
the great mystery—some say the greatest mystery who arranged "Sometimes I'm PERSONALS
Puzzlewit, Archie Presby, Hal | miss gettlng a good whiff of it at j f0rm the affirmative side has the
ACTION WANT®,
Happy" and "King Porter Stomp"
Miss Claribel Coffman's new
privilege of speaking both first
of all. The cares of his world are no longer his; he which, when recorded, had a great nickname, FRECKLES, otherwise, Burdick, who Is "Night Editor,"|the Inter-Frat.
First, I would litos to
Cornelia Burdick who is "Dr,
and last. Each of the four speak
has passed into the land where there is neither trou deal to do with the sudden rise DOROTHY. Some hotstuff, Clari- Mrs.
ment the editors on
Kate," Sidney Dorais, NBC Mogul, Surprises of the Season
ers (two to a team) has a con ness to editorial dotyLew Morrill and Lois Wheeler.
(
in popularity of the Goodman| bel.
Don Thompson, Jack Edwards,
ble nor sorrow.
structive speech of ten minutes
And Audrey Krasnow will hence Gene Grant, Ed Barker, J. F. MorI
George Blaufuss and "Freckles' and a rebuttal, or answering I admit I made a
Nevertheless, to the president of its senior insti This type of arranging is swing j forth be known as H. L.
slip by signing a Tig*^
gan, and Bob Seal.
j Blossomspeech, of five minutes.
tution, the PSA expresses its heartfelt sympathy. at its best, for it doesn't rely on yippeee.
initials only. P- R
Earlier in the day the first four
Dick Patriquin and Audrey EXTEMP SPEAKING
Joining with active collegiates are the returning powerhouse brass and rhythm to DON'T FORGET
Paul Leonard.
_
mentioned will arrive In Stockton,|Gradey.
Equalling debate In tournament
give listeners and dancers that
Don't, don't forget your final and
1
naa misiaxenir
and
will
be
escorted
to
the
Junior
I
Incidentally,
Herm
Sapiro
s
new
I
had
mistakenly
will
De
escorted
to
tne
junior
-—
"
,
.—"
.
*
~
popularity
is
extemporaneous
»»•
Alumni, many of whom knew and loved Thomas
lift that only swing can give. In- opportunity to see the cast do Chamber of Commerce luncheon at vocalist, Virginia Briggs, Is tops, j speaking
Thlg requireg
back I fund was being st«'e
Knoles.
stead, the arranger's ingenuity is "OUR TOWN." The game is Fri the Wolf Hotel by a special police If
haven't heard her, make ^ ground of preparation on a broad another refugee »t"de"
well displayed through his simple day night, Saturday night you can patrol. Your radio editor will in- U point to do so. ^
subject with specific topic assign- the letter. In It I
yet marvelously well worked out spare the two hours that the play
troduce the special guests to the
ments taking place one hour be- I well liked our pre**
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific syncopations and harmonic struc- runs to settle down for some real radio audience over KWG at 1:15
After looking oyer the new fall fore Bpeaking tim0
..Ext
„ student is; I express84
entertainment. Let's make it a p m
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924, tures.
a
r
r
e
m
m
J
9
- "
7 . ^
!,
'
* °
speaking places a premium on miration for the P&d"
at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Soon after Goodman was well super-audience, we can show the
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg, Rob- heard recently.
readv knowledge „™„i, H
hospitality (I have per!°
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Sec
n
She: Whenever Lm down in the
* t'onJe
to admire that spirit):
on his way to the top, Henderson aIumnl thaJ Je no °n 'j.
,,, ertL. "Doc" Breeden, Coach Ralph
&nd &
tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
organized a band of his own and|*<*ool
but we^practice M Francis, Coach Doug Dashiell, and dumps I get myself a new hat.
I
...
+v.o (am I ^
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
HASTA LUEGA Jo Bab McWilliams team captain,
f°™ °f thC
He: I was beginning to wonder
ZJf!be u" d to ^
left B. G.'s arranging staff. From
will be introduced on the air at where you picked them out.
J wer ii / i A1Uance' so far
* ZJ i or
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
that time on, the swing king's
12:45 p. m. by George Ross, mana* * *
" Intercollegiate competition is a New England lad. ^
killers went more and more ber
c
n
r
ed
ls
ger of KWG, and Mr. Jack Reed
What a good feeling it was to
" " '
oratory. An oration London. I cons
^
GREGG PHIFER
BILL BECKER serk musically. Thfe jitterbugs ate
of the Stockton Junior Chamber of see the frosh boys laboring over seek® to convince the audience of Jew refugee pro
Editor
Manager
it up, and the public in general,
1
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146
Commerce.
the bonfire. Wouldn't they have an idea vhich the speaker holds, tional one; and l D pf'
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2510 after the novelty wore off, be
may Prai3e °r condemn; it may
Betty Dixon, Pacific's prize Win- been lucky if there was a California
day national proble
came a trifle sick of the racket.
The College of Pacific orchestra
STAFF
chell, is picking a group of girls, Ordinance Section 10, No. 5, Ar-1 Present a problem and a solution, dominance over intcr
Goodman took a nose dive, and I will present a concert at next
NEWS: Editor—Janet McGinnis.
NEW FORMS
I lems.
Makeup Editors—-Buford Bush, Jerrold Walker.
Shaw started cutting In on the Thursday's assembly, Prof. Horace two from each sorority, to act as tide 17, against compelling frehTo this forensic triumvirate, suehostesses to the special guests.
men students to build bonfires?
The United State'
Head Proofreader—Ray Grosse.
hep-cat trade.
11. Brown directing.
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Jessie Hannay in charge, Buford Bush,
CHURCH PROGRAM POPULAR
* * *
ceeding years have added increas- country and can » -'
COMBO GOES PH-H-HT
Pierce Knox, blind xylophonist,
Ray Grosse, Clio Abercrombie, Doris Bowring, Margo Mclntyre.
Columbia figures that their third
To members of Alpha Kappa Phi in8Iy original speech developments, united only when
,
The latest development In the presented a variety program of
Reporters: Lillian Simonsen, Jim Long, Clio Abercrombie, Donald
most
popular
air
program
is
the
|
we
wish to offer apologies for an
shoot of "extemp" speaking is march hand In ban
j
Jonte, Marjorie Hulen, Bill Biddick, Alice Rudebaugh, Jean Davis, Goodman arranging department, as semi-classical and popular music
Jeanette Edinger, Warren Ekness, Paul Iida, Kay McDonald, Dorothy you may well guess, is that Fletch- at yesterday's assembly. Mr. Knox Church of the Air broadcasts on article which appeared recently in impromptu which allows fifteen political and eCOHOF 1
McLean, Louis Mecartea, Claire Sandrock, Coralie Shawe, Jerrold
Sunday . . . Pacific's own chapter this column. The author received minutes or less for preparation on (as adherence to '
er Henderson has returned to the j
touring the states after a sucWalker, Beulahmae Laurence, Lucille Wilson.
of the California Composer's and incorrect Information and wishes the topic drawn. Also with short tlon); and affection'- .
band. Henderson's own combo|cessful season in Robert L. RipWriter's Society was somewhat re- to retract her statement,
...
preliminary
preparation is after
Here is an idea
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
went ph-h-ht very suddenly, and j ley's Believe It or Not OdditoriDramatic Critic: Carl Fuller.
sponsible for starting the California
* •
|dinner speaking, replete with at- I be pleasing to the PraC'
um
he was only too glad to return to|
on Treasure Island,
Music Critic: Clayton Long.
Composers Series from the S. F.
For song hit of the sophistocates tempts to anchor a speech to a nationalist): YVhat ''
Reporters: Margo Mclntyre, Merceita Voorhees, Janice Morrill, his old job. Since his return, there
World's Fair grounds every Wed- this week, we suggest "What's quip. Still another development is should offer to exchan£8(
Janet Porter, Alice Gipner, Phyllis Grimshaw, Eloise Lambert, Doris has been a startling transforma-1 band- Arnold Covarrubias is playnesday evening, 9:00 p. m. on NBC, New?" and predict that it's going discussion group speaking which with Oxford. Perhap' 1
Bowring, Beverley Meyer.
tipn in the style of the outfit which ing guitar, and Jimmie Maxwell Blue, six weeks ago.
~ be7PJUne,Within a few weeks, emphasizes cooperation rather than I would lend a hand- ,,,
is due, more than any other fac- is really knocking them out with
SPORTS: Editor—Bob Conaway.
For jitterbug fans we still hold out competition.
Oxford and Cam''0 *
tor,
to
Henderson's
distinctive
arhis
trumpet
work,
Reporters: Don Jonte, Buford Bush, Paul Leonard, Bob Monagan,
0' Britain
on
that
hot
and
light
"Jumpin'
If
the
gods
have
been
favorable
Great
with
Clyde Lindsay, Joyce Boege, John Toomay, Irvine Sprague, George ranging genius. The whole band
Well, Basie's at the Exposition,
1 to both scribe and reader, some of
Kapel.
Would not an Ens"8"
is playing in a relaxed fashion, |as we had hoped. *We've been get0 F
_
,your hazy conceptions may have1 once having
'
"—
been «•
and B. G. is even turning out ting a lot of ribs about our advice
FEATURES: Editor—Bonnie Smith.
To Bob Bastian we wish to offer cleared noticeably. If perchance
der California's S
Associates: Buford Bush, Gladys Hughes, Galen M. Harvey, much better solo3 out in front, to the Fair officials to hire the
T V 3™' th® P®rfeCt "Musing you are curious as to what Mr able to resist t'ie .
Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere, Jean Andrews, Alice Rudebaugh, Hank Your Cutter knows that "They Count, for it seemed they planned
g
Link.
(We
mean
of
course
the
new
Webster
did
say
about
th»
^
Stein.
never come hack," but keep an eye to long ago. Anyhow, the thing
mosphere better
, ((
column head, not Bastian.)
forensic, here R is " Of or Peron Goodman. He's really got we wanted has come about, so
lain (despite umbre
^
By
DR.
HAROLD
S.
JACOBY
EXCHANGE: Editor—Ray Grosse.
something now.
|we're happy. Best you cats hurry
A politician is a man who stands I The first college gymnasium in Sfe d^scuss'ion°T not make a finer, 1
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
Incidentally, there are two Stock-- ] down and dig this solid crew be- for what he thinks the people will the U. S. was erected in i860 at should tell 7 7, v Maybe we clearer-eyed leader
Staff Photographers: Tom Woodruff, John Stolz.
ton boys playing in the King's I fore they hop back East.
BUSINESS STAFF: Associate—Irvine Sprague.
fall for.
I Amherst College.
hi.
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B
1 his word to suit PSA usage.
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j Orchestra Plays
At Assembly

t'oris

Quests Enter "Barn
fy Fire-Escape
On, Shin# On, Harvest bee, Jane Stuart, Claribel Coffman,
it really shone for Barbara Harrison, Jeanne Marie
100,1
Barn Dance last Satur- Marblestone, Marjorie McDonald,
,.ilo«"
,vening. A wagon-load of Jean Ferguaon, Mary Barbara
Baer, La Verne Lagorio", Mervel
were dumped at the fireHammill, Adrian Squires, Betty
antrancs to the third floor, Dahlgren, Norma Trevorrow, Bar
of the party. Up the bara Ann Reinle, Eloise Smith,
lighted fire-escape into the Lillian Kowatch, Lucille Kowatch,
die-lit barn-yard, they hurdled and Martha Gifford.
t fence
tanrPi anrl
and finally peered
Their guests were Dick Collitt,
corral
the high corn stalks to Jerry Cicinato, Lauren Hanley, Del
rough
Wescott, Frank Purse], Dick MortW "barn'"
er
and
*uesta 'voided rall, John Wallace, Doug Nelson,
w M«mb *
,,
wheels, slipped on bales of Fred Lucksinger, Bob Downs, Bill
'
and ate apples, drank apple Toland, Clair Tatton, Charles
<
*!' and devoured doughnuts.
Wood, Ed Denny, Pat Dunlap,
N« V Jldesses were Marguerite Etzel, Joey Olaeta, Gene Harter, Art
pavers, Ruth Udden, Rosalee Irish, Bill Hunefeld, Neal Howard,
, ' IvorroW, Jean Arnot, Barbara Claude Hogan, Allen Breed, Dean
ddoBi pa Ette Hamsher, Jean Gay, Dave Gay, Irving Fritz, Bob
LrrjU, Jackie Burton, Jane Jor- Conn, Harry DuPras, Les Dow,
^ Jean Morgan, Beth Shauer, Jack Frishholtz, Clem Swagerty,
on'ni® Hubbard, Jean Caubu, Eva Art Smith, Jack Blinn, David
'rancia, Camille Goff, Lois Bug- Smith, and Bill Hussey.
•shin*

and

Y^ikr
\

h|V

I*

s

*hd
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Household
Arts Club
By JANET PORTER
hi!:
»0n, Our PREXT and BETTY BAR- Initiates

Jo,. itv
"If* ,

Mo„
tha

'

still that way. . . . ROSALEE
i .RBVORROW and DEL WES'eh
duti# ' " COTT >>ot that way any more. . . .
ut
"r W tH!Z°MIA perplexed over the
ttJ"1 tv.f• jvstery of the missing Eagle
'ov, , SHERWOOD NORTON playing
h» . rcbko beneath the window of
jjIXRMION CASH at 7 a. m. much
y ''""nits
0 the dismay of JIMMIE WOOD
„d BETTIE MEYERS who, oddly
f'" * m
sough, like to sleep in the morn" I' ter
ngi, , . • JANE NEIL looking
rnily Bnd
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Omega Phi Has
Football Theme
Entering beneath a large arch
bearing the slogan "A Fifty Year
Span for the Grand Old Man,"
guests will be entertained at
open house by the members of
Omega Phi Alpha tonight.
Decorations will feature a large
caricature of Amos Alonzo Stagg
crossing a fifty year marker.
Members of the alumni associa
tion of the fraternity will hold a
reunion meeting at the house on
Saturday.
•

•

Among the many activities hon
oring homecoming guests Is Mu
Zeta Rho's luncheon tomorrow
afternoon at 1:15. The alumnae
and honorary members will also
take part in a meeting of which
Erma Akers, president of the
alumnae chapter, will preside.
After the meeting, entertainment
will be furnished by Genemarie
Anderson, Mary Ellen Hoosen,
Joyce Wiggins, Mary Whisnan, and
Winl Bendel.
Adelaide Welnstein is co-chairman of the event with Mildred
Logomarsino, and Gayle Rawles,
assisted by Ann Schnieder and
Ruth Lombard!.

Visiting To
Follow
Lunch
Epsilon Lambda Sigma will wel
come their alumni tomorrow noon
with a luncheon, given in their
honor.
.
Following a short business meet
ing and luncheon, at which the
hew pledges will be presented, an
informal afternoon of visiting will
be held.
Virginia Chapman and Barbara
Laddon will decorate the house
in the fall theme. Mary Barbara
Baer, Betty Fink, and Dorothy
Sack will serve on the kitchen
committee.. The pledges will servS
and clean-up.
•

(
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«

•

R. W. Reade
Weds
Rawlinson W. Reade, former
College of Pacific and University
of California student, took as his
bride Miss Rubye Campodonico
last Saturday evening at the home
of her parents.
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SOCIETY
BETTY DIXON, Editor

Homecoming Greets
Grads With Open
Houses After Game
Once again the doors of the
fraternities and sororities are
open for the traditional "open
house," aa a fete of Homecoming.
The houses will welcome alumni
and friends.
At Rho Lambda Phi, record
dancing will be the form of en
tertainment, and doughnuts and
coffee will be served as refresh
ments. Pat Dunlap is general
chairman.
General arrangements for Omega
Phi's plan? will be taken care
of by Leslie Knoles and Doug
Cossitt. Dancing at this house
will also furnish entertainment.
Art Irish and Elton Clncerulo are
In charge of refreshments. On the.
decoration committee are Don Paxton, Howard Lewis, Bill Dean, and
Bill Toland.
George Tomasini heads a com
mittee who will be in charge of
arranging
decorations,
refresh
ments and such for tonight's open
house at Archania. Augmenting
the usual preparations for the
annual homecoming week-end, the
house is looking forward to the
advent of a score of well-known
NBC radio stars who will be
guests at a jamboree at Archania
after the game.
Those who will make Archania
their social headquarters tonight
include, Ira Blue, Will Aubrey,
Don Thompson, Cornelia Thomp
son, Walter Mails, Sidney Dorais,
Jimmy Coffis, Bennie Walker and
Little Bennie, Ruth Sprague and
Susie Q, Archie Presby, Hal Burdick, Larry Keating, Jack Ed
wards, Gene Grant, Ed Barker,
J. F .Morgan and Bob Seal. The

Breakfast;
Program For
Music Group
The annual homecoming break
fast of Mu Eta Chapter, Mu Phi
Epsilon, national music honor so
rority, will be held Sunday, Octo
ber 22, at the Hotel Wolf.
Officers for the current year are
Pauline Crawford, president; Mir
iam Burton, vice-president; Frani Bowerman, recording secre
tary; Marcella Thorpe, treasurer;
Charlotte Smith, corresponding
and alumnae secretary; Virginia
Brown, historian; Ardene Phifer,
warden; Nella Rogers, chaplain;
and Wilhelmena Harbert, choris
ter.
The following program will be
presented at the breakfast: Vocal
selections by Marcella Thorpe, so
prano, which are to be original
compositions by Ardene Phifer.
Miss Phifer will accompany. Miss
Langi le Martin will present a
violin solo. Miss Nella Rogers
and Miss Monreo Potts will tell
of the highlights of their trip to
New York this summer and of the
musical programs attended. Miss
Miriam Burton is in charge of gen
eral arrangements, and Miss Paul
ine Crawford will preside.
Other members are Virginia
Short, Margaret George, Marge
Kiersch and Mary Shaw Costello.

INFIRMARY
INFO

- <

§

,

Rumors of infantile paralysis
cases in Pacific's infirmary are en
tirely untrue, according to infirm
ary officials. The only known case
in this vicinity is the one in which
a student was stricken off of the
campus. The disease was con
tracted elsewhere, and at no time
was the student in the infirmary.
The one person under observa
tion on the campus was released
when it was found that he did not
have the disease.

a large shipment
of

Donna Mae
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Donovan's
SMART SHOP
336 E. Main St

Home, Sweet
Home Is
Theme

Leaves And Grapes
Lend Atmosphere

"Home Sweet Home" will be
echoed tonight in Tau Kappa
Kappa when alumnae and past
presidents will trek homeward for
reunions and old time get-to
gethers.
Alumnae will be presented with
corsages and attend the game
where a block of seats is reserved
for them. Following the game
open house will be held at which
under-graduates will be hostesses.
An informal tea honoring past
Tau Kappa Kappa presidents wi'l
be held Saturday afternoon from
3:00 to 5:30 p. m. Particularly
honored will be Mrs. Iva Orr
Henning of San Francisco, the
first president of Tau Kappa. Cor
sages of roses will be presented
to the guests. The alumnae com
mittee for the tea are Mrs. Vir
ginia Young Hanna, Miss Helena
Jurgenson, and Miss Margaret
Brooks.
During the week-end reunion
prizes will be offered to alumnae
room-mates whose combined mile
age is the greatest and also the
alumna who travelled the farthest
to attend homecoming. An added
feature of Tau Kappa will be a
bulletin board containing pictures
of alumnae husbands and children.
Under the direction of Mrs.
G. W. White and Miss Anna May
Snook, an
alumnae breakfast
will be held Sunday morning fol
lowed by an Informal business
meeting.
Homecoming week-end will be
concluded with church services in
Stockton.

Amid festive autumn trimmings
Tau Kappa Kappa honored its
pledges with a radio sport dance
held at the h6use Saturday eve
ning, October 14, from 9:00 to
1:00 a. m.
Pillars were entwined with green
vines mixed with colorful leaves.
Decorated, also with leaves and
clusters of grapes, were chandeleirs, mantel-piece and stairways.
Chairman for the dance was
Margo Mclntyre. Working on the
decoration and refreshment com
mittees were Melba Loyd, Gloria
Hopps, Barbara Lennox, Aline
Durst, Alice Keehner, and Mildred
Field.
During the course of the eve
ning guests enjoyed sandwiches,
punch, and candy.
Hostesses were Mildred Field,

Barbara Lennox, Alice Keehner,,
Margo Mclntyre, Marnie Nile,
Rosemary
Strader,
Lois
Mae
Ventre, Lucille Wilson, Marjorie
Sage, Margaret Garibaldi, Ethel
Stark, Melba Loyd, Mrs. Myron
Southerland, Marilyn Switzer of
Sacramento, and Mary Ellen Ward
of San Jose.
Guests included Paul Potts, Bob
Clark, Bob Stark, Jack Hanner,
Bill Workman, Donald Le Masters,
John de Arrieta, George Pemberton, John Dean, Irvin Grubbs,
Bert Mason, John Fanucchi, Mr.
Myron Southerland, Bill Roberts,
and Marvin Leedham.
Patrons and patronesses were
Miss Ellen Deering, Mrs. G. W.
White, Miss Genevieve Carlson,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Burns,
Mr. Charles Warmer, and Mr.
A. C. Gerald.

Reunion Of
Rhizites
Set

Sisters Are
Guests At
Buffet

list includes just about everyone
on the "Woman's Magazine of the
Air" program.
Earlier in the evening the guest
stars will meet at 6:30 at Ar
chania and will trek in a body
to the cafeteria for dinner. How
ever, Ira Blue, Jimmy Coffis,
Will Aubrey, and Walter Mails
are arriving earlier in the day for
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
luncheon.
The jamboree and radio guest
list has been arranged through
the cooperation of Galen "Stub"
Harvey, Pacific WEEKLY radio
editor and Pacific Athletic Depart
ment promotion manager.
Saturday night the house will
also be opened to friends and
alumni.
Betty Dixon, president of Mu
Zeta Rho, will greet guests at
her sorority housse. Dancing and
games may be enjoyed. Refresh
ments will be served downstairs
in the Rumpus Room. Charlotte
Kerr is chairman for the affair.
Stagg's 50th year is the theme
at Epsilon Lambda Sigma. Jean
Arnot and Clarabelle Coffman are
in charge of decorations. Dancing
and refreshments are the sources
for entertainment. Jean Ferguson,
Jean Morgan, and Reba Sinclair
are on the refreshment committee.
Dr. and Mrs. Goleman will be
patron and patroness.
Both Tau Kappa Kappa and
Alpha Theta Tau will serve re
freshments, and bo open to danc
ing. Lucile Wilson is general chair
man for Tau Kappa Kappa, and
Postmen as far East as North
Minnie Sawyer, president of Alpha
Carolina and Washington, D. C.,
Theta Tau, will greet the guests
bore letters with the return ad
at that house.
dress College of Pacific, Stockton,
envelopes.
The far-traveling missives, num
bering more than fifty, carried in
vitations to the Pi Kappa Delta,
honorary forensic society, annual
homecoming breakfast.
As a result, drowsy debaters and
dutiful debate alumni will next
Carnival spirt will set the theme
Saturday morning wend their way
for the Barn Dance on November
3, sponsored by the Women's Ath to the Crystal Room of the Hotel
Clark to talk over the San Jose
letic Association.
Campus organizations will spon game of the previous night.
sor booths which will line the
Monday-morning quarterbacks
walls.
,
are warned to avoid the Hotel
Jean Goodwin, president of the Clark in droves next Saturday at
association, is general chairman 9:30 a. m. Present-day "Piof the dance. Genevive Abrams Kappers" will to try to prove that
heads the music committee.
the venerable mare is not as
Patrons and patronesses are Mr. capable as she formerly was,
and Mrs. Robert Fenix, Mr. and while bearded oldsters will ex
Mrs. Louis Windmiller, and Mr. claim with vociferous quavers that
and Mrs. John Arnold.
"the days of yore are not likely
Instructions in the physical edu to make a reappearance soon."
cation department and new in
• * •
structors will be special guests.
The function is open to all stu
dents and friends of the College.
Bids may he obtained from Yolanda Craviotto or from members
At a recent meeting of Manor
of the organizations sponsoring
Hall, the council members were
booths.
Herm Sapiro's orchestra will chosen.
This committee is composed of
furnish music.
representatives chosen by the
»
«
*
house members. It is made of one
representative from each class.
Those chosen were: Jeanette
Edinger, Freshman; Marnie Nile,
Barbara Albertson has been se Sophomore; Eva Montgomery,
lected to represent the College of Junior; Lucille Anderson, Senior,
Pacific at a meeting of Orchesis,
national dance society, to be held
at Stanford University next week
end.
Other Orchesis members
from Pacific will attend, but Bar
Fill. — SAV.
bara has been chosen to present
"The
Young
In Heart"
her interpretation of the modern
Janet Gaynor
dance.
Doug Fairbanks# Jr.
«DRIFTING WESTWARD"
Girls from colleges in several
Jack Handall
states will attend the meeting.^
Friday Night—Silverware Free
• • »
to the Ladies

JAWS MOVE
-BUT NO
WORDS

Carnival Spirit
To Reign
Supreme

Council Chosen
At Manor Hall

Student Gives
Original Dance

SUN. — MON.

Invitation

"ALGIERS"

The Life Quester's League of
Central Methodist Church invites
all students of college age to at
tend their meeting on the topic,
"Traditions of L. Q. L." Sunday
evening at 6:00 p. m.

Charles Boyer - Hedy Lemarr
"PARENTS ON TRIAL"
Jean Parker - Johnny Downs
TUE. — WED.

"ARMY GIRL"

Madge Evans — Preston Foster
"MAIDS NIGHT OUT"
Joan Fontaine — Allan Lane
— THURS.

Following the game and open
house Friday night, Rho Lambda
Phi will welcome back their
alumni with a luncheon Saturday
afternoon. Pat Dunlap, house
manager, and the kitchen staff
are in charge.
The decorations will he in the
house colors, and will be arranged
by the Mother's Club. Following
the luncheon a general meeting
and reunion will be held.
Among the alumni expected
back are Zeke Evans, Buzz
Fisher, Ed Seville, Bud Sturrock,
Mike Hallmark, Carlos La Moine,
Bob Burns, Harold Jacoby, Robert
Fenix, J. Russell Bodley, and
Dean John Elliot.
»

*

•

Class Has Tour
Of S. F. Homes
In Bay Area
Members of the home decoration
class in the Senior College re
cently journeyed to San Francisco
to attend the Hillsborough Garden
Club tea and tour of decorated
homes. During the tour, homes of
many of the socially prominent
people of San Francisco were
viewed.
The girls also went on the Ex
position Homes Tour. The highspot of this tour was a visit
to Pacifica House on Grisly Peak
Boulevard.
Mrs. Maxine Garrigan le in
structor of the class.
•

•

•

Dramatic Alumni
Plan Homecoming
Theta Alpha Phi, national hon
orary dramatio fraternity, will
hold its Homecoming breakfast at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. DeMarcus Brown Sunday morning, at
ten o'clock. Invitations have been
extended to over seventy alumni,
most of whom are expected to
attend.
Committees appointed by Presi
dent Lucian Scott are in charge
of the preparations.

Saturday at twelve noon Alpha
Theta sorority will be the scene
of a buffet luncheon in honor of
their alumnae sisters returning
for the big homecoming celebra
tion this week-end.
Beatrice McCqrl, social chair
man, is In charge of the affair and
will be assisted by Betty Barry.
Serving the guests will be taken
care of by the pledges. About fifty
alumnaes are expected to attend.
• • «

Hall Decorations
Members of Women's Hall held
a house meeting last Monday
night. Plans were made for deco
rating the hall for Homecoming.
President Betty Meyer appointed
Virginia Wright chairman of the
decorations.

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon
New Thrift Dept.

Permanent
Waves

$2.50 v.
Shampoo And
Finger Wave
ON THRIFT
TICKET

75*

(oUS£oFD££Ulty
ENJOY
THE
GAME
IN A

ZUKOR
COAT

"Wives Under Suspicion"
Warren Williams - Gail Patrick
"GHOST TOWN"
With Harry Carey
STARTS SUNDAY

"HOLLYWOOD
CAVALCADE"

Just Arrived . . .
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Mr. J. P. Robinson of the Stock
ton Junior College wishes to an
nounce his engagement to Miss
M. F. Battilana, senior at the
Stockton High School. The date
of the engagement is Friday, Oc
tober 13, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. T. Battilana, 140 E. Mariposa
Avenue.

Size 11 to 15
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To wear smartly to the
game and right on
through the evening.
These dashing date
dresses are sure sensa
tions for an exciting
week-end,

*

Good Luck!

only* ?•
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Dancing to the melodic strains
of Maestro Herm Sapiro and his
orchestra in the gold room of
Pacific's gym will be C. 0. P.
students and alumni Saturday
night.
A record breaking number of
500 alumni are expected to attend
the dance, which will wind-up the
homecoming events for the week
end.
No students will be admitted
without student body cards, and
alumni may obtain special tickets
for admittance.
General chairman of the dance
is Jane Jordan, vice-president of
the student body. Pat Carson is
in charge of decorations and will
be assisted by Betty Dixon, Janet
Porter, Deette Hampshire, Karl
Stone, Bill Dean, John Stolz and
Bill Schedler.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening will be Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Betz, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Fenix, and Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Burns.
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Come One,
Come All,
Welcome!

DEBUTANTE
GAME DRESSES

SER "
editorial

The Household Arts and Science
Club held an initiation of new
members Monday evening, at eight
o'clock, in Anderson Hall.
Betty Jane Baker, Janet Baker,
Shirley Baker, Eva Jean Brennan,
Virginia Doane, Mildred Dorgitiz,
Margaret Donavan, Nicolina Fichovich,
Frances
Graham,
Betty
Harkness, Jean Keith, Marjorie
Krage, Nadine Prothers, Elsie May
Singleton, Jean
Strong,
Betty
Throssel, and Dorothy Wheeler
were the initiates. President Polly
Parsons officiated.
After the initiation games were
played under the direction of
Mamie Nile. Prizes were awarded
to Dorothy Wheeler, Claudina
Hauser, Margaret Donavan, and
Mamie Nile.
Refreshments were served at the
close of the meeting.
The room was decorated with
flowers and candles In the club
colors which are Norse blue, white,
and light rose.
A meeting of the club will be
held next Tuesday at 4:30 p. m.
in the clothing laboratory in
Weber Hall.

Old Srads
Welcomed
Back

(BSkSd

ESSB

ALICE FAYE - DON AMECHB

— TONIGHT —

—Also—

"It's a Wonderful World"

"Television Spy"
WILI.IAM HENRY
JUDITH BARRETT

SIERRA
"Dust Be My
Destiny"

Co-atarrlnfr
JOHN GARFIELD and
PRISCILLA LANE
—— Also —

"Nancy Drew and the
Hidden Staircase"
wlfli

BON1TA GRANVILLE, FRANK1E
THOMAS. JOHN LITEL

College Girls with a
budget problem will
find smarter clothes
at lower prices without
sacrificing quality at
Zukor's. You can look
your Fashion Best
At a Low Price.

OLAUDETTE COLBERT
and

995

"Tell No Tales"
MELVYN DOUGLAS

and up

SAT. - SUN. - MON.

"Indianapolis Speedway"
Ann Sheridan - Pat O'Brien

"In Old Monterey"

This cool is destined for immediate
success... Intricotely woven ribbed freizi
forms its own trimming. An outstanding
value. Block (olso obtainable ill wine or
navy). Sizes 12 to 20. . . .
... 9.35.

Gene Antrey - Smiley Burnett
TUBS. - WED.

"Lucky Night"
Robert Taylor • Myma Loy
and

"Some Like It Hot"
Gene Kriipa - Bob Hope

ZUKORS
435 E. MAIN ST.
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Reminiscing

Snappy fall days and cold nights
bring wishes for a little of that
summer heat. Below are a few
tales of happenings during the last
spell of "unusual weather."
Down at USC the Student Union
used ten tons of cracked ice and
served over 2000 cokes in com
bating a 103 degree temperature.

ONE
MOMENT,
PLEASE

Director DeMarcus Brown an
nounced this week the cast for
"Criminal at Large," the second
play to be produced this year by
Pacific Little Theatre.
Bill Ramsey will have the Im
portant role of Tanner, the Scot
land Yard inspector who solves
the mysterious Mark's Priory mur
ders. Lyman Fulton will play
Totty, Tanner's assistant and
stooge. The third detective, Ferraby, will be played by Carl Gastman.
The love interest is supplied by
Sylvia Stephens, a newcomer to
Pacific Little Theatre, as Isla, and
Bud Meyers as Lord Lebanon.
Lady Lebanon, Lord Lebanon's
mother, will be portrayed by Au
drey Krasnow. The remainder of
the cast includes Jack Holmes,
Glenn Tanner, Les Knoles, Her
man Spindt, and Bill Hunefeld.
"Criminal at Large" is a thrill
ing murder mystery written by
Edgar Wallace, king of the "Who
dunit" authors. One by one the
employees and friends of Lord Le
banon are found strangled. Be
side each body lies a small red
scarf which was used to choke
the victim. While Tanner, Totty,
and Ferraby are trying to find
the villain, the audience is treated
to a series of thrills that will not
be soon forgotten. Everyone is
suspected. No one can be proven
guilty. And suddenly the denoue
ment provides a crashing and un
expected climax to the whole
wierd affair.
Because of a conflict with foot
ball games, no definite date has
been set for the performances of
"Criminal at Large," but it is ex
pected that the week before
Thanksgiving will be chosen.

Shocking News

Fresno State college has ordered
seventy-five new blue and white
uniforms for the band. Electric
lighting is a feature of these mili
tary style uniforms for a nation
ally famous band.
I hear Fresno State Is going to
be up this way about November 4.
Locals had better watch out they
don't get shocked in more ways
than one that night. Rampant
rumor has it the Fresno team is
plenty fast and tricky.

Fashion Note

San Jose students consumed a
month's supply of, forty-one gallons
of coke syrup in six days during a
recent hot spell. The popular drink
of the week, in spite of coke sales,
was limeade which heavily outsold
its nearest competitor.
Perhaps the day of the hour
glass bottle is numbered, but
there's a lot of life left in the gal
yet.
Three freshmen weren't so fresh
after they had performed nearly
1,565,700 foot-pounds of work Just
to dabble a thin trickle of red
paint on the big C of U. C. They
managed to gasp after the ordeal
"Nevermore."

Sorority Donates
Book In Memory
Of T. S. Knoles

Our Town

Demonstrating their ability to
cope with bare stage productions,
the USF College Players presented
their production of "Our Town."
The play from start to finish was
a definite hit.
That's the way the headline read
in the USF Foghorn. It might
have been interesting to see which
production was worthy of the most
merit, their's or our's.

One Lawn-Mower

If

Found, Please Return
ALPHA THETA TAU

Elton Martin Directs
First Of "Nine Nations
List Downstairs

MR. AND MRS. AMOS ALONZO STAGG face the 1939
Pacific Homecoming, separated it is true, but united in
spirit and thought. Latest news from Dameron Hos
pital is cheering to the veteran coach, telling him that
Mrs. Stagg is on recovery road once more.
Dr. Henry H. Frost, pastor of
the Central Methodist church of
Stockton, will be the speaker at
the 10:45 chapel period Tuesday,
October 24.
Dr. Frost's theme, announced Dr.
Colliver, will be "Religion and the
Open Mind."
Mr. Welton and Miss Frances
Bowerman from the Conservatory
are scheduled to appear in a vocal
duet, selection to be announced
later. "Ave Maria" will be sung
by Charles Wood.
Revolving around the theme,
"Prayer," the Student Christian
Association chapel last Tuesday
presented a program of favorite
hymns and instrumental solos.
Tom Westcott and Bessie Swanson were soloists on the cello, play
ing "To the Evening Star," by
Wagner, and such hymns as "The
Old Rugged Cross," "Near the
Cross," and "Medley of Hymns."
Ruth Crane contributed to the
services by singing "Ave Maria."

Missionaries Came To "Wild 'n' Wooly West
In 1&48 To Found a Methodist College

SHOE SHINE SERVICE
Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
Of All Kinds of Boots,
Shoes, Purses, Gloves
and Belts.
AND

By NAT FLOR,
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-2345

Bacon Doesn't
Stay Home

FOR SMART CO-EDS . . .

Professor Allen Bacon continued
his musical tour this week by
speaking to a group of music stu
dents at Marysville Jr. College,
Monday morning, Oct. 16.
During the afternoon of that
day Mr. Bacon gave a piano lec
ture recital on "Modern Music"
at the Marysville Art Club.
The following day Prof. Bacon
presented the same program in
Colusa.

CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

SPORT —- AFTERNOON — EVENING
Cardigans with the famous push uj
sleeves—that top shirt waists or nov
elty slip-ons.

Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

CLARA E. BILLETER

2051 PACIFIC AVE,

Colors — Green, Pow

der, Moss, Stop Red.

ATTENTION,

Skirts in many styles you

Moss,

Grape,

Navy, ft

Black, Brown,
Royal.

Former Pacific Student
Is Ready to Welcome You At

25
#
/ and
u up

8

nosltion

B" Ph.t

b. '»

eoacl

Si"

Jots 0' "*ht V
has f°ur ye*r'

LINDB

TUXKDO ba

NEWBY'S
Beauty School
IT'S NEW 7. i
«.. IT/S MOD.El
Excellent Work Bl
Advanced Student#

FOOTBALL WEATHER
demands a vivid variety of
Campus C l a s s i c s . . ,

STUDENTS!

PAUL JOHNNABER

arrived.

Colors,

o^n'O. r-i

The history of Pacifio Ul
prepared by Bob Burni, *t,
spent considerable time pi
Interesting material ©oncernli) ,
college for Life. This will t.
Burns' Master Thesis.
While it Is not certain thai
pictorial story will be uiti •
should appear In Life Is i)
three weeks time.

330 E. Main St,

JACKETS

Your New Smiling Associated Dealer—-

can't resist. A new selection
just

HISTORY OF FACOTO

DUNNE
SHOE CO

EXPERT SHOE
REPAIRING

Game!

BETZ BREAKS
NOSE AND
TRADITION
Northwestern Sophs
Got Too Tough

Perl \ Sant» R

WAY

TUXEDO

coming

Roxene Hafele, Jeanne j
son, and
Dick Bentley , '
chosen to represent the t,
Pacific students. They r
pictured doing the everyday^
associated with college li;, 1
Preston took pictures Cf i
eating in the cafeteria, ^
In class and at home,
and singing, getting ready (!|
night out, at a dance, ao{ t
after a dance!
In the early evening, our n .
and his assistant took pic^ '
the campus from the air.
Mr. Preston covered the
assignment, which appear^
color last spring in Life, j,
his stay here he comments
orably on the beauty 0|
campus and the cooperate
received from the student
administration.
Approximately 280 picture .
the students and eampui i,
taken, but only 20 or 30 w
used.

Mrs. Tully Knoles Is expected
to speak before the Frosh Club
on "Campus Manners" next Mon
day night at 7 o'clock in the
S. C. A. Anderson Hall.
Last Monday evening, hazing and
traditions, were presented' to the
group by Professor Thomas Con
nelly, Harold S. Jacoby, and Ed
ward S. Betz.
Mr. Betz mentioned a former
prank played upon frosh at North
western. College freshmen were
chained under the wharves lining
Lake Michigan. During a storm
which came up suddenly, a fresh
man was drowned. This "prankish"
practice was abolished.
At the same institution, a tradi
tion of running blindfolded fresh
men across a tree-infested campus
was stopped when Mr. Betz as a
freshman broke his nose.
Pacific's bonfire tradition "adds
That O l d
to a feeling of solidarity of the
institution," Mr. Jacoby
com
PACIFIC-LIKE
mented. Its "reputation for a
tolerant approach" in education
and sportsmanship are renown,
he added.
Concerning the development of
Ayay, ayay,
Have you ever lived on a campus, new traditions, it was said that
each college should be creatively
In that hazy lazy-like
individual.
Kinda crazy-like
One outstanding tradition which
Old Pacific-like way?
is being developed here is that
Ayay, ayay,
of "coming from behind," Mr.
Have you ever gone in for foot
Connelly brought out.
ball.
Plans are being made to have
In that grand and glorious
discussions on "Race Relation
So notorious
ships" and "Dates" in the near
Old Pacific-like way?
future.
There's every dream you'd want
Of any team you'd want
That's really tops when they go
out to play.
They need no urgin' through
When they go surgin' through
Fit Right—Feel Right
They're really smooth when they're
. . They're Walk-Fitted
out in the fray.
Ayay, ayay,
Have you ever been to Pacific,
Where you find life easier, kij3
much breezier
Livin' life the right way?

Life Quester's League of the
Central Methodist Church will ob
serve its annual homecoming by a
special program this Sunday eve
ning. Invitations to the meeting
have been issued to Pacific alum
ni members.
All members are urged to be
present at 6:00 and get acquainted
with former leaguers. Those in
charge of arrangements are Orvell
Fletcher, Andrew Shook, and Mil
dred Babtista.

Home

Magazine Photograp|
Takes Pictures of $
Pacific on Visit Here

TYPICAL STUDENTS

Mu Zeta Rho sorority has donat
ed a copy of Edward Bellamy's
"Looking Backwards" to the li
brary, in memory of Thomas C.
Knoles, the late father of Presi
dent Knoles.
"Looking Backwards," one of
Mrs. Knoles' favorite books, is a
prophecy of the socialized world
in the year 2680. In 1900 Mr.
Bellamy prophesied radio, televi
sion, and the moving picture, as
Each Hunter College (in New well as other inventions.
York City) student spends an
average of 1,650 hours riding sub
ways during their four years in
college.

For That

Pacific's
Picture
In Life?
Pacific may be in Ltfe 1|( ,
three weeks!
Life's photographer, Hart
ton, returned to the CanJ I
the College of the Pacif|c '< :
yesterday and today t0 1 I
more pictures for his story',
on Amos Alonzo Stagg
fiftieth year of football Crj,
Last Friday, while not
pictures of Mr. Stagg J
Tigers, Mr. Preston tout(1
campus with Bob Burns, s, '
assistant, Jim Holden, tal<|,
formal snaps of the »tu4e,;

League Invites
Former Members

Or Phone 2-9292

'FASHION
FOR MEN'
OPENING

,

Bill Ramsay Has Lead
In Mystery, Second
Little Theatre Play

Weather men of USC blamed the
recent heat wave on high pressure
area in the interior of California.
They referred to the inland vallles
and not to a school of the same
name.
Loyola hot-air experts blamed
the torrid temperatures on a
tropic air mass over southern Cali
fornia.
One thing they did agree on was
that it was hot!

LOST, STRAYED
OR

"Criminal
At Large"
Is Cast

FAITHFUL AND TRUE

THE FLYING A STATION

In plain cash»*rL,
Checks and plaids in lored and Card' 6 .
styles, beautifully talL,e»
in styles that h*. .
12 to 20. Moss Leaf Grf*
Tuscan Grape, ha •
Black and Brown.
«s

/,>£
"

iff
iV kilV

7,95 t0

Pacific and Walnut
COME

IN

AND

LET'S

GET

ASSOCIATED!

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

iliJlp&.
H# V•jffigpy'lf
ill
I&ft. ;§p|||?|l|

^n H
U-'MIN
,

NmST

'ill,
Jmfa

SKIRTS

The season's fawnt*^
all-around pleats anfr|tj.
perennial swing f#*0.,.#
Moss Lea f Green. Tu ,Dd
Grape, Navy, BlacK,
Brown.
(jC

^

3,9510

SWEATERS
SSS.

,^

Combinations . • •
,4
ons . . . Cardigan®' oj
8
large selection in
the smart new c°
Sizes 12 to 20.
ne

2,95 to

Dr. Marsha

DENT!

Ml# Psr
Fhons
Hour
Evenings h»

lo'
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CUB FOOTBALLERS?

STARS GIVEN
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BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Junior College Footballers
Are Polyglot Team
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This
sophomore
quarterback
threw a forty-yard pass for the
Santa Rosa score. Camicia weighs
165 pounds, and his height is five
foot nine. He is a local product,
a clever ball-carrier with plenty
of punch.

an opponent to be feared. Clark
has been in action four years,
loves the game, and is a hard
worker.
BROWN, JOHN
Captain John Brown's body
stretches six feet upward and dips
the scales around 185. He is a
reliable pass-receiver, and his per
formances at Santa Rosa and Mo
desto were outstanding. Brown
plays the game for keeps—no foolin' around.
MILLS, DON

Sophomore Mills plays a conserv
ative game in the backfield. Once
Massey plays right tackle. His a Stockton Tarzan, he now weighs
home is Fair Oaks, he weighs 185, 185 pounds spread over five feet
and his height is six foot one. eleven inches.
Bob has three years' playing ex PAULSEN, ART
perience; he is on the rebound
Another ex-Tarzan of two years'
after a Santa Rosa injury. Like experience, he weighs 170 pounds
oak wood, he can take it.
and is five foot ten. Mr. Paulson
SPAULDING, ED
is a late addition to the squad,
His position is left guard; and yet never too late; he is the best
he is what coaches like to call a open field runner on the team,
"team-man." Spaulding is a find and a strong defensive man. He
from Richmond, weighing 187 is the starting right halfback.
pounds and standing five foot ALPHONSE, GORDON
eight in the shower. He tightens
This even, perhaps best, tem
up the line with every one of his pered man on the squad plays
pounds and inches.
halfback.
Alphonse hails from
KLAPSTEIN, EARLE
Hilt, and played two years at
This husky lad from Lodi with Yreka. He weighs 160 and stands
lots of fight and driving power five eight. Alphonse is a fast,
has four years' active experience smart ball-carrier.
to his credit.
This six-footer, HEBBRON, LLOYD
weighing 190 pounds, has what is
Lloyd fills his uniform as quar
called football sense—a real gift, terback with these dimensions:
a talent.
five feet ten, 155 pounds. But
MOKIAO, CHARLES
this isn't the half of it; for this
The cubs' captain plays right Santa Cruzer loves football, works
guard.
This south-sea athlete hard, Is a good ball-carrier, a good
comes from Honolulu where he pass-receiver, and possibly the best
captained the Kamehameha high blocking back on the squad.
school team for two years. He MILLER, CAMPBELL
supports the line with strength,
This left halfback-playing sopho
speed, and punch. Charlie weighs more is from Ferndale. To his
165 pounds, and his height is five credit are 165 pounds and five
foot eight. Anyone who has seen feet nine inches plus ability as
him block will know what is blocker, pass catcher and signal
meant by calling this football play caller. Miller scored at Modesto.
er a "fire-ball."
Miller is the best punter on the
CLARK, LARRY
squad.
Larry is from Missouri, but he BLACKWELL, CHARLES
Blackwell is from Brentwood
shows them by being the first man
on the field for practice. He is and weighs 176 pounds; his height

MASSEY, BOB

Coach Doug Dashiell, Captain Brown,
Clark seem little perturbed about future
this informal foto. However, both players
participated in Junior College contests,
a good game tonight.

Ls, will tppw
P.-T, A. m« '"«
guthwlnjl.

'FOOTBALLS,
Gal-Nvantinos NOT GUNS;
WARNER
Free boiling lessons for both
men and women will be given
at the Stockton Recreational Bowl
ing Alley, beginning today, from
10:15 to 11:00 a. m. Miss Ethel
Mae Hill will be there.
Stewart
Browne and
Violet
Graves are still fighting for top
honors in the ping pong tourna
ment. Bob Johnson and Do^g
Sabiston are holding their own
in third and fourth place re
spectively.
November 18 is the date which
has been set for the Stockton Hi
hockey playday to which the
Stockton Junior College has been
invited.
is six foot one. He would be the
answer to many a coach's prayer,
for Charles is a fast, good blocker,
very aggressive on defense in that
he leads the interference for the
backs, as left guard.
BEEBE, HAROLD
They build them massy in Fair
Oaks. This one as left tackle is
a fine blocker with 245 pounds in
six feet two inches of good allaround football material. Beebe is
strong on the defensive and on
kicking. He loves the game.
BIRD, JIM
This stocky Stockton lad is very
aggressive on the defense with his
155 pounds and five feet five inch
es. Jim also is improving on the
offense. He was the outstanding
linesman against Modesto. Bird
is a sophomore.
"Pinky" Hamilton deserves men
tion for his work as manager.

Business and Professional Directory
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S

"fit

•

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

VBY'S

f Schoo

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

DENTISTRY
JJ19 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

W 7« «
s MOd

Main £ El Dorado, Ph. 2-4803
Poplar * Yoeemlte, Ph. 2-8143
Everything to be found in a

First-Class Pharmacy

DARREL
SCHNEIDER'S

Seaside Super Service
CENTRAL & PACIFIC
GAS - OIL - LUBE JOBS
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

l(j

gtudentt

wvemn

Pacific Headquarters

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

FOR GAS, OIL AND
LUBRICATION

"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-0401

3014 Pacific Ave

Corner of

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Pacific and Castle

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

^JEARMS^I

Supply Milk
for

the

Fighting Tigers

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-8050
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE t
802 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

-rSi#

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

"*'04';

i-4%23
•"•v %'

^•r

FROSTED MALTS

It's BLEWETT'S
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

,95 »

ALL FLAVORS
ICE CREAM

SNAPPY FOUNTAIN
BOOTH SERVICE

5 ^

V
.»«
pic® itH'U
/wins >»$

•"•

10

1.95 W

1U

•r»a

«t»V

> s t O

2,95 t°

8

'

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OI]L
STOVE OIL
CEMENT J
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

intercepted most opponent passes,
blocked
many
more.
Tackles
viciously. Another three year man.
DUB SMALLWOOD
Husky end, took Adamina's pass
on ten and snaked way past Cal.
safety man to score only points
in Bear game. Should prove as
valuable in coming contests.
STAN VAUGHN
Capable tackle, transferred from
a J. C .squad. Opens holes in op
posing lines. Hard tackier. An
other year, and he will challenge
all comers.
JACK TULLOCH
Fast, hard-charging guard. Keeps
opposing safety men bottled up.
Third year on varsity.
AL IRWIN
Another fiery guard. Cream of
a crop of fighting linemen. Has
another year in school.
HARRIS FINE
Fine describes his technique. Is
excellent on defense. Watch his
smoke next year.

SAN JOSE, Oct. 19.— If young
men all over the world were given
footballs instead of guns, there
would be fewer revolutions, insurr e c t i o ns, and
wars. That is
the conviction
of Glenn Soobey
"Pop" Warner,
famed gridiron
coach now serv
ing in an advis
ory capacity at
San Jose State
College.
—
"Pop," speak
ing before the San Jose Rotary
club at a luncheon meeting to
which the entire Spartan coaching
staff had been invited, received
spontaneous cheers for that state
ment.
The veteran coach, now in his No. Name
Pos. Age
44th year of mentoring, is a firm
18
Shaffer, Bob
F
believer in football as a character
19
Scott, Bill
E
builder. He spends nearly all his
20
Giovanetti, Joe
F
19
Brown, John
E
time working with Dud DeGroot's
17
Blackwell, Charles... E
50-man varsity, commuting to San
18
Sawrey, Leonard.... F
Jose from his Palo Alto home.
21
Garrison, Fred
H
17
Bertrane, Jack
C
21
Mokiao, Charles .... G
20
Holton, Art
F
20
Bird, Jim
G
18
Hebron, Lloyd
Q
16
Alphonse, Gordon .. Q
Next Friday night after the San
20
Ward, Leonard
O
Jose State game the football-play
18
C'.oyd, Eugene
E
ing Tigers will slurp up milk
17
Stewart, Ted
E
19
Miller, Campbell ... H
shakes at the Cub House. This
19 Ford, George
T
special treat is being made possi
20
Mason, Bert
H
ble through the combined facil
20
Camicia, John
H
ities of the Barber Shop under
17
Holland, Bob
H
18
Mr. King, the Book Store under
Fernandez, Carroll.. H
19
Purviance, Randol. . H
Mr. Morris, and the Cub House
19
Ferrari, Tom
C
under Mrs. Farr. The football
18
Lyons, Jim
T
team's shakes, however, do not
18
Sullivan, Don
T
18
compare at all with the honor
Johnson, Bill
G
19
Clark, Larry
T
that Coach Stagg will receive, for
19
Alfieri, Ignatius .... T
he will drink a double malted
19
Hawkins, Allen .... G
milk.
Mr. King, the barber,
18
Mills, Don
H
thought of the Idea as a fitting
19
Fernandez, Bernardo H
18
demonstration of the loyalty of
Coats, Ted
G
28
Leonard, Paul
H
Pacificites to their Golden Tigers.
20
Beebe, Harold
T
There is one string attached to
18
Spaulding, Ed
G
this majestic offer. In order to
19
Whitson, Don
T
19
slurp their milk shakes after the
Stornetta, Fred
C
21
Kendall, Walter
H
game the Tigers must first win
17
Massey,
Bob
T
the game.
Tigers! Bare your
Lucksinger, Fred.... C
fangs.
17
Klapstsin, Earle
C
17
Gossett, Allison .... E
17
Fox, Jack
E
SPIKE THE SPARTANS

caneer line thrusts for a total works had hardly started. Thrust
gain of minus one yard, Lindsay back into its own territory by a
booted a field goal squarely be long Modesto punt, the Cubs un
leashed a passing attack that had
tween the uprights.
the stands on its feet, though six
HALF-TIME ENTERTAINERS
passes fell incomplete, were bat
Three to nothing was the score
ted to earth, or slipped through
when half-time entertainers re
the greased fingers of the local
placed pigskin combatants with
pass-receivers.
the "famed" Modesto J. C. band
Then a kick partially blocked
and their flashy drum majorettes,
by Pirate guard Lawrence Bulliettes.
vant dropped Into the waiting
First half had found a consis
arms of Hildebrandt, who streaked
tent Modesto ground attack func
for the far corner of the field
tioning in their own territory,
forty-eight yards away, going over
and on one sustained drive to the
standing up. Try for point was
Stockton eight from which came
good, making the score 10 for
their field goal. Sole bright spots
Modesto, 0 for Stockton.
for the Cubs were a fourteenAfter the kickoff a brilliant
yard run by Art Paulson, their
fourth-down
pass, Camicia to
sturdy defense on Modesto's bid
Brown, gave the Cubs the ball
for a touchdown, and a pair of
on the Modesto 40. An angling
booming forty-yard spirals by Cub
kick dropped into the Modesto
punters.
safety man's hands on his own
63-YARD PUNT
three, where Brown, tackled him
Second half opened inauspicious- in his tracks.
ly for the locals when the same
thorn-in-the-side Lindsay lofted a DUSTY MILLER SHINES
sixty-three-yard punt to the Cub
Then came the Stockton flash I
ten. The return punt, endangered of glory. A low kick foozled as
by charging Modesto linemen, far as Dusty Miller on the 30, /
Home Town traveled only twenty yards beyond from where he streaked over the
Height
last white line assisted by some p
Yreka the scrimmage line.
5'10" .
San Francisco
6'
A pass was good for a first brilliant downfield blocking. Don
San Jose down, two drives by Hildebrandt Mills' try for point was wide, with ||
5'9" .
Napa
6'
Brentwood made another, and the Pirates the gun sounding soon after th
6'1" .
Stockton were knocking, knocking. Then next kickoff.
6'
Tracy came the Cub favorite—the fumble
6'
Especially worthy of mention in
San Francisco play, with the ball squirting over the Jaysee line were Acting-Cap
5'10" ,
Honolulu
5'8"
Areata the end zone line, giving Stock tain John Brown, whose consis
6'2" ,
ton the ball on the twenty.
tent tackling stopped many a. Pi
5'5"
Stockton
rate thrust, Jim Bird, Earle Klap- j
5'10"
Santa Cruz RECIPROCITY
Reciprocity seemed to be the stein, and Harold Beebe. Stand
5'S"
Hilt
5'S"
Anticch Cub slogan, a fumble giving Mo outs In the backfield were Miller
511"
Yreka
6'
Yreka desto the ball on the fifteen. A and Ballew for their punting, [
5'9"
Ferndale moment later Dusty Miller pulled Camicia for his passing, and Al
6'2" . Guthrie, Oklahoma the Cubs out of that deep hole phonse for his punt run-backs.
6'1"
Oakland with an intercepted pass.
o
5'9"
Stockton
Two brilliant Modesto passes
SPIKE
THE
SPARTANS
5'9"
Stockton closed the third quarter with a
5'8"
Pinole
5'9"
Linden drive to the local thirty-five,
5'9"
Stockton where the attack petered out. A
5'11"
Stockton forty-nine yard kick by Ballew
6'
Oakland
5'10"
Stockton set the Pirates back on their own
SHOR REPAIR
6'3"
Lodi ten. After a first down on their
5'9"
Lathrop own twenty-five, the fumble, fum
5'9"
Madera ble, who's got the fumble play
A CLEANING
5'11"
Stockton came back into Its own, with an
MM PacUls AT*
5'8"
Pinole
5'11"
Martinez orange jersey covering the ball.
Featuring
5'S"
Tracy
On the first play Lloyd HebW» Pick
Special
6'2"
Fair Oaks bron lofted a long pass to John
Up and
College
5'8"
Richmond
Deliver
6'
Stockton Brow.n in the end zone, where
Prices
5'7"
Brentwood three Pirates combined to bat the
"Th» Boys With tho Wagon"
5'11"
Stockton ball to earth. After a pass, John
6'1"
Fair Oaks Camicia to Hebbron, had made a
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MILK SHAKES
MAYBE!

Wt.
ISO
170
210

185
176
179
ISO
195
165
187
155
155
160
172
150
170
165
190
170
165
155
167
155
157
185
194
170
213
215
174
185
155
174
154
245
187
182
189
180
185

GOLDEN STAR

if

1

6'
C"l"
6T'

190

168

165

San

Lodi
Leandro
Folsom

A.

Dress Up Your Room—

Johnny
Domench's
Union Service

ws

Pacific scores in both the Cali
fornia and Loyola games. His
kicking has been of such quality
that opposing teams have been
kept continually in their own
territory. Is sure to win his third
letter.
BOB KIENTZ
Pacific's Little College AllAmerican, is still the class of
the open-field runners. Was hon
ored in a recent issue of a na
tional football magazine, which
described his 102-yard run to a
touchdown against Chicago last
fall. Will repeat with the breaks.
Also certain to gain third letter.
TOMMY OLAETA
Showed his caliber as a signalcaller when he pulled touchdown
pass on Loyola. Received "Ajax's"
pass for final score. Good blocker
and line plunger. With another
year of experience should equal
best.
HUGH McWILLIAMS
Best center in Conference; per-

ON PACIFIC AVE.

t Work BJ
TRY THE—

In Close Contest, 10-6

By GREGG PHIFER
Sparked by the educated toe of Fred Lindsay and
the pile-driver legs of August Hildebrandt, the Modesto
Junior College Pirates eked out a 10-6 victory over the
Junior College Cubs in the Pirate's den at Modesto last
Although it performs as a unit, Pacific's varsity is Saturday evening.
not lacking in individual performers. In the past three Flashing a strong ground attackOgames, there have always been some who were playing and an occasionally effective air first down, Camicia was thrown
inspired ball. Following is a summary of as many of offensive, the beefy Pirates were for a fifteen yard loss trying to
stymied on all but two drives pass, and Stockton lost the ball
and lineman the players as space permits:
toward pay dirt. First score came on downs.
BOB
ADAMINA
•
opponents in
the opening of the second quar
have actively This stalwart half threw the haps, on Pacific Coast. Backs line at
NOW THE FIREWORKS
ter when, after the aroused Cubs
passes
which
accounted
for
all
with
Gibraltar-like
defense.
Has
and promise
Well, is that all? No, the fire
had three times hurled back Buc

W. A. A.

«Ver*. flndtr

Hoy <5. MeCil

Modesto Pirates Nose Out Cubs

Individual Performers Are
Not Lacking On Team

jjgre also team-work rather than*
—
jtar-performance
la emphasized, the tallest on the team with six
many personalities as space
feet three inches, and he weighs
WU1 permit follow,
213 pounds. As left tackle he is

Ted weighs in at 170 and stands
ot>
He came from Yreka,
tlx f°
where he earned his football letter,
gtewart fills his position with the
loyalty of a Roman leglonaire. He
was the outstanding linesman in
the field against San Mateo.

auJ1"11

\#

The Junior ( olle^e squad this year is composed mostly
freshmen, flocked together from many different high
school teams and brought together under the dashing
poug Dashiell. 'I lie situation is somewhat the reverse
0f the 1 arsity in regard to returning letter-men, but

gTEWABT,

ii

p

VARSITY SECRETS
ARE REVEALED

0f

[*«>V

Brilliant Punt
Runback Tallies

Irngal sports fag?

FROM

University of Illinois scientist
has discovered a method of de
termining the taste of cheese by
X-ray photos.

COLLEGE SPORTS
NEW FLAT HEELS

vinfi EBCS.
N
YLE STQR& fOR°M£ *

• «5T

For

better

businees

positions

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business

and the following

BURNHAM BROS."

College of
Pacific

LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber . . Stockton

SIBLEY E. BUSH

students who have
worked at Y o s t
Bros, wish you—

417-21 E. Weber Ave.

Amos Alonzo
Stagg
Success
Health
Happiness

2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE!
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

NIELSEN BROTHERS

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Ph. 5-5613

The College Book Store
Says,—
To Our GOLDEN TIGERS: If you can beat Uni
versity of California's football team, you can
BEAT SAN JOSE STATE. "The Will to Win is
half the Victory." Everybody get your free Auto
Sticker at The Book Store.

"Beat San Jose"
Welcome Alumni, Call and See Us

The College Book Store
W. H. Morris, Mgr.,

"On the Campus for You"

THE DUTCHIB

FOR CAMPUS WEAR

PECKLER & GIOVANESSI
523 E. MAIN

many more years of

TO THE WISE BUYER—
We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.
81 N. E. Dorado

$3.95

$2.95

v

Jack Blinn
Jack Burnett
Douglas Campbell
Barnie Corrigan
Gene Corrigan
Charles Crabtree
Alfred Codiga
Forrest Darby
Harold Dickey
Marvin Genetti
Charles Gagnon
Dick Patriquin
Walter Pickering
Ernest Q. Reed
June Roberts
Clarence Royse
Howard Rabb
Dick Rogers
Barry Stephens
Carl Truex
Louis WTentzel
Errol Williams
Bennett Yost

YDCT Bros.
• ^TYL£. £TOR£ fOR «A4£N *
320 E. Main St, Stockton

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5856

—
805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

WE'RE BACKING
THOSE TIGERS!

MILLER-HAYS CO.
PLUMBING
GRANT & WEBER

2-0229
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Jaysees Improve
Fundamentals

By BOB CONAWAY

IBwtgal sports ptge
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

CAPTAIN AND CREW

Cal Aggies Oppose Cubs
In Prelim to Varsity

•While the Bengals were scrim
maging in preparation for to
night's battle, the loyal sons of
Sparta were walloping San Diego
What promises to be one of the best games of the
State to the tune of 42-0. All of
whtch means that San Jose had season will start at 5:30 today, when the Jaysee Cubs
little more than a light workout, meet the Cal. Aggie varsity reserves In Baxter Stadium.
CONVERSIONS GOOD

Proving that the Spartans are
In tip-top shape is the fact that
each of the six touchdowns which
they scored was successfully con
verted. Of the four Pacific tallies
so far this season, only one con
version has been registered.
In six games San Jose has
maintained an average point score
of slightly more than 26, Tor a
total of 157. I.ooks as If the Spar
tans are after high scoring honors

Stagg Meets Warner In
Season's Grid Classic
TOWN PACES
FIELD IN
INTRAMURALS

Considering past scores and the Cub's improvement, this
name should end with the scores fairly even.

—
T»„-hiAii'o
~
"
Coach Doug
Dashlell's team !»•not playing the Cal Aggie frosh formation. The Jaysees will use
but the varsity reserves. Under the same offense they have been
a ruling of the Far Western Con developing In the early part of
ference the Davis school Is allowed
to play freshmen on their varsities, the season. Left half Art Paulson
and hence there are no freshman will probably be used more on the
teams. It was stated In the papers running plays. The passing duties
not long ago that the Chico frosh will fall to Camicia, who has
trounced the Aggie frosh 32 to 0. shown in the past games that he
The Aggie coach stated that that has a good arm and eye. Clark,
team Is not the one the Cubs will who is playing right tackle, will
In point of service, Stagg has meet tonight, but It was Just a drop back to do the kicking. The
fullback spot is still open, but
a six year advantage over his group of unorganized freshmen.
Mills will be the probable starter.
younger opponent, Pop Warner AGGIES TIE MARIN
Stockton's greatest Improvement
however, the San Jose advisory
The Aggie reserves lost to Santa
coach is the only aotive mentor Rosa Junior College 14 to 13, will be in the fundamentals. In
whose record nears that of our which also defeated the Stockton Blackwell, Coach Doug Dashiell
has found a good guard who will
"Grand Old Man." A single pre
team, 13 to 6. Since that game
vlous meeting between the coaches the squad has improved vastly. lead the downfield blocking. In
the past games the line did a
ended in victory for Warner, when
The Aggie team tied a strong
good job of opening up holes, but
his Carlisle Indians defeated the
Marin J. C. eleven 6 to 6, which
the open field blocking was shag
Chicago Maroons.
shows that they are not to be
gy. Bird was promoted to the
NO PARALYSIS
taken too lightly.
outer guard because of his good
A San Jose State College news
The visitors' style and type of
release states that this Is un game is much like the Aggie var showing at Modesto last week.
The lineup is as follows:
doubtedly the greatest team in sity, using the single wingback
Stockton
the history of the school; Pacific and many running and passing Aggie Reserves
No.
Position
news releases claim the same for plays are developed from punt No.
Stewart 17
37 Schleibaum LE
the Tigers, in which case It be
LT
Beebe 37
53 Schultz
comes a battle of the "Greats.
Blackwell 6
LG
Cancellation of the St. Mnry's- able average yardage gains. Terry, 44 Long
Klapstein 45
C
Loyola clash prompted the fear a halfback, piled up 80 yards In 40 Krake
Bird 12
RG
that some Bengals might become six attempts for a 13 yard aver 33 Blddick
RT
Clark 29
afflicted with Infantile paralysis. age! Toby Lawless accounted for 48 Hanson
Brown 5
RE
The report of cases on the campus nine and a half yards per each 51 Avis
Camicia 21
Q
added to tho Consternation. How attempt. The fullbacks managed 35 Donick
Hebbron 13
ever. the one case was contracted to stumble five yards per plunge, 30 McCormick LH
Paulson 15
46 Anderson
RH
and treated off the campus. Should which is real plunging.
36 Utsukl
F
Mills 32
the wrong team win tonight. It GAELS WIN—MAYBE
The outcome of the Tiger
would prove a handy alibi, If
Spartan clash may provide the
such were needed.
clue as to the winner of the
FRESNO SERVES NOTICE
All tough games will definitely Gael-Bronco game. St. Mary's de
not have been hurdled after to feated the Bears with exactly the
night. On November 4, it's Pacific- same score as Pacific, which
Pos.Age
Fresno. If comparative scores makes the Gaels equal to the No. Name
mean anything, take a look; Tigers. University of San Fran
H 22
1. Kientz, Bob
Sparta "nosed out" Nevada by cisco lost to San Jose, but tied
2. Cooper, Roy
H 22
Santa
Clara,
making
the
Spartans
3. Thomas, Bill
H 23
28-0; Fresno nearly doubled that
4. Selfert, Emil
H 21
score, 45-0! Perhaps San Jose superior to the Broncos. Pacific
5. Jacobsen, Erie
E 21
wins; so does St. Mary's; San
"softened" the Nevadans.
Jose
wins—anything
can
happen
Bulldog backs showed remark6. Johnson, Leo
F 20
7. Oleata, Tom ........ Q 21
8. Vleira, Doug
Q 22
9. Bentley, Dick
H 24
10. Lloyd, Emrys
H 24

Manor Trails Omega
Phi; Rhizomia And
Dorm Follow

20,000 Expected To See Golden
Tigers Tackle Powerful Spartans
„

in
ficites.
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At
vs Glenn Scobey "Pop" Warm,, ^cinvest.< serV
/V
<ent'
*
Homecoming ,v'! P°»s, coibPe_

•>L ^flict

.
*
iq the essence of tonight'.
tbat
d»ys
ety
te
before
c,„™bew1S,»nSe Golden Tigers of Pacific and the ^ it » „i0' 1//B-S

£
Jose State Spartans,
crowd ever to attend a grid battl may get in against Sparta art
Ends Jacobsen, Hedges, Kniveto„
Intramural competition is. now in Baxter Stadium (an estimated and Schmidt; Tackles Lyons, Rei)1.
20,000)
will
watch
some
fifty-odd
finishing its third week of activity.
at tes
pie, Travaille and Ijams; Gu&rj| a vV
n£Utl
es
»B> b gtat
Every team is playing tennis and stalwarts buff each other around
Becker, McGowen, Gay and Tilsos,
the
field,
but
the
spotlight
will
be
t'fl'
it Be«
basketball each week, with much
ie SPARTANS HAVE POWER
tioP' poWeveI'u cns)i
excellent competition.
However, squarely on A. A. and Pop,
Warner trickery this year i,
N0*' ooo»c
h
the team from town has managed, two gentlemen who between them
,utttie ,,, go tbroug»
to forge far ahead in points be have practically made the modern even more baffling than ever. gaa
V?"
much
trot
Jose's veteran team, compose
cause of its undefeated basketball game of football.
It will be the Stagg flankers and mainly
of
seasoned
senion
quintet.
kee
"pea dingers" against the Warner grounded in DeGroot's Warner,
*e "needs to
TOWN WINS CRUCIAL
d
.--riain
double
wing
in
perhaps
the
most
type
fundamentals
by
two
tougt
Early this week Town overran
Cham*"'
need
the Manor in what was considered crucial test of the two systems campaigns, is equipped with the
b
Above are tho guiding lights of the A arsity squad. the crucial game of the series. for all time. Sportswriters from type of backs that makes the Waj.
Backing up Coach "Golden" Stagg in a flying wedge Les Lenehan led the squads in all over the West, realizing that, ner system go
are Opined dip <
formation are Ralph Francis and Boh Coe, assistants scoring, and the overwhelming vic will jam the Baxter press box to
There are two key senior fuip #e overflowing.
their
* ^ British -oh
tory
was
generally
acredited
to
backs
to
alternate
in
motivate
to the "Grand Old Man."
him. The final score: 31-9. In the PATRIARCHS OF THE GRID
the drive. Triple threaten Leroy |W >*eS "top Hitler'®1*
For Stagg, now 77, it is the Zimmerman, lanky 195-poundei drive to neutraiity no
other game this week the Rhi
at
zomia hoopsters failed to show up, fiftieth season of coaching, and and Carleton Peregoy, fast-step, American
boon to
and consequently defaulted to Ar- his Golden Tigers have defeated ping 176-pounder, provide the es. be«
who knows
but
South Dakota and California (both sential "oomph." Zimmerman
chania.
As the scores stand the Town 6-0) and tied Loyola, 13-13.
one of the coast's best passerj,
Miss Gladys Benerd, the new
is ahead in the basketball compe
Warner, at 68, has coached 44 and the boy who has twice beatei
J. C. physical education professor,
tition, with the Manor and Omega years, this season acting as ad the Tigers. Peregoy Is no men
has had much experience In her
Phi tied for second. The other visory coach in charge of offense tosser himself.
Both are good
profession, teaching in four schools,
contestants trail.
at San Jose, joining Dud DeGroot runners and kickers.
we ®us
partlcul
two of them private institutions.
TOWN
TALLIES
22
POINTS
in
mentoring
what
appears
to
be
The right halfbacks, Morri
At Anna Head, in Berkeley, she
In this, the second week of ten the grandest team in Spartan his Manoogian, 179 pounds, and Hen
was a tennis instructor, as she
mat Russia mlf!j
nis matches within the school, Ar- tory. The Garden City boys are man Zetterquist, 175 pounds, an
was at Bently, and in Berkeley.
the
All
chania was unable to score a sin leading the nation's scorers with likewise both senior veterans. Both backing to
At the Taft Union High School
no doubt tha
gle victory, and bowed to the 157 points to their opponents' 6 are powerful, driving runnen, There's
and J. C. she was head of the P. E.
Hitler sleepless
Town 4-0. In the other match in six games. San Jose victims sharp blockers. Zetterquist Is next
department, at Avenal High School
r"'
5'»«»
Rhizomia
defaulted
to
Omega
Phi
have
been
Montana
State,
Texas
she was Dean of Girls and P. E.
to Zimmerman as a passer, The more agony if given th
making
the
score
4-4.
A&I, U. S. F. (16-6), Cal. Ram "Z's" have it.
instructor.
:entive.
As the scores stand up to Octo blers, Nevada and San Diego State.
The left halfbacks are fast and
ber 18, at 10 a. m. the Town has
Tonight will mark the first supple, ideal for Warner attack,
SPIKE THE SPARTANS
22 points, Omega Phi' 10, the meeting between the two coaches
Howard Costello, 165-pound Junior,
Manor 7, Archana 4, the Dorm 1, since "Pop" took his Carlisle In
is the stocky hard-running type, In the meanwhile all
Rhizomia 1.
dians to Chicago in 1907 to lick an A-l safety man. Aubrey Mb ij sit tight and watch
During this coming week, the Stagg'3 Maroons. Once again, the
papers. If you want t'
ter, 165 Negro, is a sophomore
basketball schedule will match the dope favors Warner as the Spar
firent slant on the cu
speedster
of
the
"will
o' the •vrisp"
Town with Omega Phi on October tans are 2-1 choices over the Tig
picture, we suggest the
variety.
23, Archania with the Manor on ers tonight.
Home Town
the October "News
Wt. Ht. Exp.
Alternating with Zimmerman at
Quarterbacking Is divided bn
the 25th, and Rhizomia with the
many," an informatlvi
Stockton the San Jose fullback post is Dorm on the 26th. In tennis the TIGERS DETERMINED
167 5'10" 2 yrs
tween Dave Titchenal, 180-pound
The Pacific squad, almost com senior, and Joe Rishwain, 185. with a German bias
Van Nuys CARLETON PEREGOY, 176
164 5'8" 2 yrs
Dodi pounds of punch. Peregoy halls Town will face the Manor on Mon pletely recovered from hard battles
166 511" 1 yr
Bivarla.
Dixon
165 5'10" 1 yr
day, Omega Phi will meet the with Cal and Loyola, is in a fight pound junior.
It gives the other i
from
Stockton.
1
yr
Stockton
166 5'9"
Dorm on Tuesday, and Archania ing mood, dead-bent on being the CAPTAIN TITCHENAL
Illation, is effective c
will contest Rhizomia on Wednes first Stagg-coached team to defeat
Comparatively light, th# back! I piganda. Somewhere
Frosh
Stockton
195 6'
day.
Lovelock, Nev.
170 5'8" 1 yr
San Jose State, and avenge the flash behind a line which averages nd the newspaper ac
180 5'10" 1 yr
Pittsburg
In the Sigma Delta Psi agility 19-6 setback suffered last year. 201 pounds from end to end and re read daily lies thi
180 5'8" 2 yrs
Glendale
the Dorm has passed the most Pacific has not beaten the Spar
boasts as much you are interested in w
170 5'11" 2 yrs
Hollywood
tests with 12 to their credit, and tans since 1932, although a score
experience ai two viewpoints, Doctot
As we look over us and our re the Town and Manor follow with less tie was gained in 1935.
Winters
165 5'9" •T. C
t h e b a l l - p a c k  tr, head of the Moder:
Oakland lations with our old friends from 10 and 4 points respectively. How
198 6'2" 2 yrs
ers. Bob Titch itpartment, has a cc
With
two
weeks
of
intensive
Stockton
185 5'9" 1 yr.
ever, these points are all unoffi preparation for the Homecoming
enal, 195-pound 'ital publication.
J. C
Bakersfield San Jose we have cause to twitter
193 6'
Orland gently. But the last seven years cial as a team must consist of battle under their belts, the Ben
center and cap
185 6'2" J. C
some how seems to offset the ac ten men passing two tests each, gals are set to spring some of
tain, and Boh
Okay
.Alameda cumulative scores.
185 5'11" J. C.
Enough is before points will be authentic.
B r on zan, 20S- fbis may be classifie,
Stagg's most magical stuff. Pa200 6'2"
Frosh
Fair Oaks enough!
pound left tae- •»r neck out after th
Red Bluff
cafic this week added a dozen new
195 6'1" 2 yrs
Frosh
Vallejo
170 6'
San Jose
k l e , a r e thi ':is already struck, bu
plays to its already diversified
Glendale
192 6'1" 1 yr
Pacific State
standouts in thi
repertoire, and spectators and
Put in our two-biti
1921
0
forward wall, toalf 0f Col. Charle
Spartans are in for some spine1
yr
Tracy
194 5'10"
23
0
The attack boasts four War in tr8bs recent speech
194 5'9" 1 yr. ... Newport Beach 1922
tingling moments.
Oakdale
190 5'9" 2 yrs.
1923
46
0
formations and a full collection «!
MANY GOOD BACKS
American papt in
Stockton
181 5'8" 1 yr.
1926
. . . . . . 38
0
C. O. P.'s offense is built around spinners, single and double re Theoretically a pacifia
Oakley
1 yr.
190 6'
1929
6
6
the two bouncing Bobs, Kientz verses, shovel passes, short passu,
the idea
1930
27
0
...Glendale
196 6'2" 1 yr. .
and Adamina. The twisting, slant long passes and hidden ball baff
.. .Stockton
189 511" 1 yr. .
»otn;an" t0day that
1931
. . . . . . 27
0
lers.
ing
runs
of
155-pound
Kientz
and
...Stockton
178 6'
Frosh
'he LVny contribut
1932
0
7
the bullet passing and sky-high CENTERS VIE
0MbinK of Europ,
Trona
176 5'9" J. C. .
2
1933
6
12
Ripon
193 6'
1 yr.
punting of 197-pound Adamina
A special feature of the play & Nations, decried ai
1934
....... 0
13
should give the DeGroot-Warner- night will be the battle betwe"
®oe to England.
. . . . Stockton
215 6'2" Frosh
1935
0
0
I
men a workout.
the two captain-centers, McWil h —™, Llnd
... .Stockton
185 511" Frosh
y. let
°wl!
We
1936
0
8
Rounding out the starting back- liams and Titchenal. McWillia®1
.Bakersfield
175 511" J. C.
could use I
1937
Wth
y
....... 7
ou; ,
12
180 6'2" 2 yrs.
. .. Dixon
field will be Tommy Oleata at is the best pass-defense center o"
iLT fore«'Sht in
173 511" Frosh
Stockton
1938
l'ons.
19
quarter and either Dale Halbert or the Coast, while the San Jo"
vot
John Domench, both 185, at full leader is a fine, all-around pi
175 511" 1 yr
Chicago, 111.
220
71
back.
165 510" Frosh
San Joseman.
Won:
6.
Lost:
6.
Tied:
2.
190 6'2" J. C
Pittsburg
Also slated to see action are Pa
The probable starting line-up W
doub
180 510" J. C
Bakersfield
cific's other breakaway backs, Bill San Jose outweighs Paciflo at
hat
190 61" J. C
Dinuba
to
C
the
w
Manuscripts of original poetry,
Thomas and Roy Cooper, the lat four pounds to the man, 193-pl"
160 5'7" J. C
Santa Rosa essays, and short stories were
LEROY ZIMMERMAN, key back ter fully recovered from his re to 189.
j ,6c
165 511" Frosh
Vallejo read at Scroll and Stylus Club in the San Jose offense, is a triple- cent appendicitis attack; Dwayne
ontl T'" Sa« Jose
The dope inclines toward S"
180 61"
...Burlingame last Monday night. A business
threat, 195-lb. fullback. His pass Mears, up-and-coming fullback; Jose, but bigger dope buckets
> *ay eeei^0VVn laj
176 61"
Stockton
175 510" 1 yr
Redwood City meeting was followed by a dis ing has accounted for much of the Emil Seifert, hard-running half this have been kicked over,
ehty vital.
cussion of the manuscripts.
Spartan scoring.
who will handle the placekick du cific homecomers may have th« De'Pite t^'
ties tonight; and Dick Bentley, de biggest time of their livee tonigt'
116 Tie."
tnutes
wS to
pendable blocking back.
gers Vrere
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Mano'
Kientz
LHR
into his best form.
Phone 2-93021
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Adamina
RHL
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F
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Miss Bernerd Is
P. E. Instructor

ALTERNATE
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A Good Source

PACIFIC'S 1939 VARSITY
FOOTBALL ROSTER

11.
12.
13.
14.

Ritchie, Phil
Adamina, Bob
Domench, John
Moars, Dwayne
Schmidt, Vernon

H
H
F
F
E

22
22
24
19
21

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Ward, Clinton
Smallwood, Doug .,
McWilliams, Hugh
Dow, Les
Bentley, Gerald ..

H
E
C
C
C

20
21
20
19
19

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Fine, Harris
Irwin, A1
Tullock, Jack ...
McGowan, John .
Halbert, Dale ....

G
G
G
G
F

20
21
21
22
20

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Vaughan, Stan .
Lyons, Jack ...
Pappas, Chris ,
Tilson, Jere ...
Travaille, John

.... T
T
.... C
.... G
.... T

23
21
19
20
21

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Ijams, Bob
Condron, Darrell
Gay, Dave
Hedges, A1
Zumsteln, Carl

T
T
G
E
C

19
20
20
25
19

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Becker, Bill
Boyarsky, Willis .,
Linscheid, Gerald
Gay, Dean
Rem pie, Aron ...

G
E
E
T
T

22
20
21
23
26

H
E
, T
E
E

21
19
22
21
23

Fellers, Walt .
Evans, Darrell
Denny, Ed
Sales, Dick ...
Kniveton, Hal

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE
At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry,
Cleaning Plant

Bravo and McKeegan s
I

CAVALRY TWILL

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and EI Dorado
Tel. 5-5383

Wool Pants

VH

I

Everybody tells us they're the best-fitting,
best-looking slacks they ever saw. They're
beautifully tailored of an exclusive new
woolen. Colors—green, blue green, tan and
brown. You really should see them.

Br]5VO & McKII§AN
for men — for b o y s

113-317

EAST MAIN STREET

Lindy's Still

PASSING ACE

ZT*

fetScene
v, ^

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE

Sl :

S

GET 'EM,
TIGERS!
Kick the Stuffin's
Out of Those
San Jose
Spartans!
We're With You 100%

SO
*8

u

SPARTA DUEL
IS EVEN

And When You're Downtown
Get Your Gas and Oil at

GEORGE & PAT'S
J

SIGNAL OIL SERVI€Ela

I,
®utter and Channel Streets
• ust South of, the Medico-Dental Building

Knock, Knock!

i'sr
,V '»»' """"a
V * **

'The Campus Barbershop'

*<r ., est

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

Phone :
6-6916

We
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oRsrs
COMPETE

PASTRY ANV

\
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w
*
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DELICATESSEN
Open Evcjikn»s juid
Sunday-
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